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1.MQP Organization 
This MQP is a compilation of a paper and various briefings. The paper is a conference style paper 
focusing on the challenges, reasoning and process of designing the Mobile Fire Products Collector 
system. The paper will focus on the evaluation of the prototype instrument cabinet, including a 
capstone design exercise and the thermo-fluid design exercise. The rest of the paper will be 
appendices covering the various briefings of relevant information not covered in the conference 
paper.   
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2.Abstract 
Fire products collectors are designed to measure key fire characteristics, such as heat release rate 
(HRR). HRR is a metric used by fire protection engineers for hazard evaluation of the fire 
scenario. Typically, a large scale fire products collector is stationary so that it can only be used in 
one lab space. In a situation where multiple test facilities or multiple fire test setups are used, a 
mobile version of the typical fire products collector becomes the most cost effective solution. In 
order to realize the advantages of a mobile system, a unique fire products collector was designed 
to be optimal for limited space, improved mobility and increased proximity to the fire location.  
Design criteria included the ability to collect data for fires up to 1MW, use across multiple test 
facilities and protect all of the parts of the system from the fire test. The design was analyzed 
using heat transfer, mass transfer and static analysis techniques as well as cost-benefit 
comparisons to a stationary system. 
Tyco’s laboratories provided a typical lab scenario setup for a case study of the application of a 
mobile fire products collector. For the purpose of the study, the fire products collector system 
design was subdivided into four primary components used for typical laboratory testing 
requirements: the hood, the duct, the probes and the instrumentation cabinet. Of the four 
components, the hood and duct are the least mobile because of their size and weight, therefore 
multiple hood and duct systems were designed to fit each lab. The sampling portion of the duct 
and the mobile cabinet with all of the instrumentation are able to be moved and can be shared 
between the two different test bays in order to reduce the cost significantly. 
Protection of the analysis equipment in the mobile cabinet is paramount to the success of the fire 
products collector. To ensure effective mobility and protection, a prototype instrumentation 
cabinet was built. Experimental testing indicated that the maximum fire insult on the cabinet at a 
distance of 10ft (3.05m) from the fire scenario was found to be approximately 95°F (35°C) at an 
incident heat flux of 2.5
  
  
. To provide a safety factor, optimization analysis was conducted to 
ensure effective protection from heat fluxes up to 5
  
  
 and to keep the weight below 103kg (225 
lbs). Through creating a mobile version of the fire products collector, the cost efficiency of the 
system was improved by approximately 66%. 
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3.Paper: Adding Mobility to a Fire Products Collector 
 Introduction 
The fire problem is a complex phenomenon that still needs to be studied. Although understanding 
of fire has advanced considerably, the science of fire is greatly needed to advance our ability to 
protect life and property. The goal of the project is the design and development of a mobile fire 
products collector for use at Tyco Fire Protection Products (TFPP) in their testing facilities in 
Cranston, RI.  
A fire products collector is a system that is used to measure the heat release of the fire. The hood 
and duct components of the system are used for collecting the smoke and gases from the fire. The 
size and weight of which makes mobility impractical. The probe section and the instrumentation 
section contain the components for the collection and analysis of the data. The ability of the probe 
section and the instrumentation cabinet to transition between multiple facilities creates the highest 
cost-benefit to a facility with multiple test areas. 
The paper at hand will demonstrate a solution that adds mobility to the system. The mobility varies 
from part to part depending on the capital expense along with the relative size and weight and 
durability.  
 Background 
Heat Release Rate 
The heat release rate is considered by Babrauskas to be the single most important metric to 
understand the fire development process and in effect describes the size of the fire (Babrauskas & 
Peacock, 1992).The heat release rate is defined as the enthalpy change per unit time as a result of a 
fuel being combusted (Cote & National Fire Protection Association, 2003).There are several 
different methods and scales of finding the heat release rate of materials, however we will be 
looking at full scale tests. The two major types of full scale tests are open burning heat release rate 
calorimeters and room fire tests. 
Applications 
The stochastic nature of fire creates a challenge when studying fire or testing products. The way to 
correlate results of different fires tests is vitally important to ensure appropriate analysis. One way 
that fires can be compared is by using oxygen consumption calorimetry to find the heat release rate 
of the fire. 
The time at which sprinklers will activate is contingent upon the temperature at the sprinkler head. 
The typical way to correlate the strength of a fire to the activation time of the sprinkler is by using 
the heat release rate. By knowing the heat release rate of tests fires the time at which life and 
property is protected can be found more precisely. 
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The heat release and other relevant data gathered during a test can be used to enhance better 
model validation. Processing power is becoming more inexpensive, thus the cost of one fire test can 
be utilized through computer simulations to study hundreds of similar fires. 
Calorimetry 
The main concept behind oxygen consumption calorimetry was discovered in 1917 by Thornton 
(Cote & National Fire Protection Association, 2003). Oxygen has a nearly constant energy release 
per unit range of mass of 13.1MJ/kg for a large range of hydrocarbons. This measurement yields an 
error of only ± 5%. The precision of the oxygen consumption method can be increased by 
measuring other gases produced by a fire; including carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide, and water 
vapor. These methods also provide additional data used for determining life safety. 
Fire Testing 
Fire product collectors have existed in one form or another since their development was refined in 
the 1970s and early 1980s by researchers at the National Bureau of Standards, using oxygen 
consumption calorimetry. (Custer, 2008)  
The mobile fire products collector will operate as a medium to large scale calorimeter, being able to 
analyze fires up to 1MW. The parts of the system that would have to be reconsidered would be the 
duct, hood, instrument cabinet and probe section. Relevant standards were consulted such as ASTM 
E2067 (ASTM, 2008) and ASTM E1354 (ASTM, 2011). The standards gave empirical measurements 
for some details of the system which further constrained and developed the solution. 
Oxygen consumption calorimetry requires a specific order of processes to accurately calculate the 
percent mixture of the gas. Primarily this process is defined after the hood and duct collect the 
smoke and gases from the fire. Figure 1 shows the process after the gas sample ring collects the gas. 
The gas analyzer is the most important part of the process; however its operating conditions 
require the gas to be heavily filtered to remove any particulates, moisture and excessive heat from 
the system. 
 
Figure 1: Gas Sample Train (ASTM E2067, 2008). 
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 Design Process 
Design Specifications 
The design is focused on the optimal way to measure the products of test fires and improve the 
research and development at Tyco’s Cranston Facilities. This is accomplished with the added ability 
to measure the heat release rate, smoke opacity, and toxic gases from the fire. 
The Cranston site has multiple fire areas where testing is conducted. To maximize the cost-
effectiveness of the fire products collector the maximum number of test facilities shall have the 
ability to use it. Thus the design of the system included partial mobility of the system.  
As the project progressed, data was collected from a typical fire test run at the Cranston site to 
understand the environment that the instrument cabinet would need to protect against. The 
instrumentation in the previously mentioned calorimeter is sensitive to temperature, airborne 
particles and moisture.  
The specifications for the solution were: 
● Mobility between different facilities of the Cranston site  
● Cannot impede other operations within adjacent areas to its area of operation 
● Conform to relevant standards 
● Must not require more than two people for relocation (weigh <225 lbs (102kg)) 
● Survive in and Collect data from a one Megawatt fire 
 Fire Testing Areas 
Figure 2 displays a layout of the six areas that are capable of conducting fire testing. All of the fire 
test areas are in either building 2A or building 3. Each building contains vastly different areas for 
testing with some of the differences being the environmental management system and the fire size 
allowed in each area. 
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Figure 2: Map of Tyco’s Fire Areas. The locations in red are areas where fire tests are permitted. 
Building 2a 
Building 2A houses test area A, which is designed to be formed as a residential compartment. The 
application of the fire products collector in this space would be to collect smoke from outside the 
doorway of the compartment. This smoke would be sampled by the mobile fire products collector 
and then discharged into the local smoke management system. Currently the smoke management 
system that is in the building is a Hot Dawg, which exchanges 2000 CFM (     
  
   
 ) of smoke 
polluted air into clean air.  
Building 3 
Test area C and test area E provided the best spaces available for fire testing, because they would 
need the least amount of modification, one duct, and provide plenty of space for different 
configurations for fire testing. Test area C has a movable ceiling and is the largest of the areas 
considered, which increases the variety of fires that can be conducted. Test area E is the smallest 
test area available and is used for smaller fires, but the area can also be adjusted to a wide variety of 
fires. The demo cell areas are used for demonstration purposes only and are not available for fire 
testing purposes. Both C and E are open fire testing areas.  
 Fire Products Collector 
The fire and smoke collection system can be broken into four sections. 
Hood 
The hood structure is able to be disassembled for storage when not in use in both buildings. To 
ensure easy assembly and disassembly extruded aluminum makes up the exoskeleton for the hood, 
with steel sheets being attached to the exoskeleton. The gaps in the hood are patched with steel or 
aluminum tape to ensure a smooth surface for the smoke to travel over. There will be two different 
hoods for Building 2A and Building 3. Each building used different sized hoods to fit the different 
locations. For more detailed hood design see Appendix I: Hood detailed design 
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Duct  
Each area will have its own ducting section added as a part of the structure. The ducts are immobile 
because of the unmanageable length and width, thus ducts would be installed in Building 2A and 
Building 3. For more detailed duct design see Appendix J: Hood detailed design. 
Sensor Duct Section 
The probe duct section gathers all of the information from the combustion gases. The probe section 
is approximately 1.2 m (4 ft) long and houses the pressure transducer, thermocouples, gas sampling 
port, the helium-neon laser and the blower. To increase cost effectiveness, the probe section is 
mobile. It is also recommended that the cabinet be moved with the probe section because of its cost. 
For a more detailed design see Appendix K: Probe Section. 
Cabinet Design 
The majority of the capital that is invested in the fire products collector is contained in the cabinet, 
which is why mobility and protection are critical for system operation. Mobility allows the cabinet 
to have greater exposure to different test facilities. To remain mobile the cabinet was kept under 
103 kg (225 lbs). The cabinet is responsible for protecting the components inside from smoke, soot, 
water and heat, while it is collecting data to analyze the gas. See Appendix L: Cabinet design. 
A compartmentalized, sealed case offered the most protection for the instruments, while allowing 
easy access to the instrumentation within. The cabinet is broken into two internal compartments 
that are airtight and thermally insulated to segregate the mechanical components from the 
precision instruments. The most important function of the instrument cabinet is to protect the 
instrumentation against the fire insults. Further analysis for the heat result is described in full in 
Appendix L: Cabinet design. 
Cabinet Contents 
The instrumentation needed inside the cabinet is the gas analyzer and the data acquisition system. 
These devices operate best at approximately standard ambient temperature and pressure as 
defined by International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry (IUPAC) as 298.15K (25⁰C, 77⁰F). 
The precision of the oxygen measurement from the gas analyzer is the most because it has the 
largest effect on the error in the calculation of the heat release rate (Cote & National Fire Protection 
Association, 2003). The instrumentation needs to be isolated from the outside environment. The 
cooling system needs the air from outside the cabinet and can be exposed to the outside 
environment through filters. 
Protection 
Protection from Smoke Toxicity 
Extensive consideration to the possibility the cabinet being fully or partially engulfed in smoke was 
given. The cabinet is made out of an 18 gauge galvanized steel shell, is sealed with replaceable 
aluminum adhesive tape. Galvanized steel is chemically unreactive and will not be affected by the 
fire. Additionally all other components will be steel to reduce the effects of corrosion. 
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Protection from Soot 
To protect the cabinet from soot the cabinet functions as a sealed box. The two compartments are 
both insulated and air tight. A positive pressure system for the instrumentation section of the 
cabinet keeps all the soot out. The cooling system pushes air into the instrumentation cabinet 
section, creating the positive pressure system while also cooling the air surrounding the 
instrumentation. The air is then released through a one way louvered and insulated valve. The 
cabinet needs to be sealed so that air and smoke cannot get in using calking or aluminum tape.  
Protection from Water 
The cabinet is sealed to protect against water from the sprinklers and up to 150mm (6 in) of water 
on the floor. The cabinet is protected from the water insult from sprinklers above, by a drip edge on 
the top plate of the cabinet. The drip edge covers the top of the box and ensures any dripping will 
land on the floor not on the cabinet.  
Humidity is monitored remotely during a test with a wireless weather station (Amazon, 2012). The 
cooling system may create a cool environment where water can condense. To reduce the risk of 
water entering the cabinet through vents, these entrances will be protected by louvers and carbon 
filters (McMaster (1667T38), 2012). The cooling unit installed is capable of removing 0.5 liters of 
water vapor per hour (American Comfort, 2012). See Appendix L: Cabinet design for more details 
on the protection of the cabinet. 
 Detailed Analysis 
Structural Analysis 
In the evaluation of the structural integrity of the cabinet’s skeleton (see Figure 3) some 
assumptions were made to simulate a plausible worst case scenario. The first assumption is that the 
cabinet does not deform. The second assumption is that the bolts fail in shear. A shear failure is 
more likely than tension or compression as materials, such as steel, tend to fail about twice as 
quickly in shear (Norton, 2011). Tension failures will also be considered unlikely as the cabinet is 
not being subjected to any pulling force. Lastly a repeated loading study is also unnecessary as the 
cabinet will not have any large spinning or oscillating components exerting a load on its members. 
When calculated the safety factor is 38. 
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Figure 3: Skeleton of Instrumentation cabinet. The skeleton is made out of extruded aluminum with 6 bolts in 
each corner to make a string cabinet. 
Thermal Analysis 
The thermal insult on the cabinet, requires that a full thermal analysis to be completed to ensure 
the protection of the instrumentation. First the approximate thermal characteristics of the cabinet 
are calculated by using the semi-infinite analysis to determine penetration depth. A more detailed 
analysis was completed using the finite difference method of the insulation considered for the 
protection of the cabinet. For more information see Appendix G: Finite difference method heat 
transfer analysis 
Finite Difference Method 
The finite difference method is derived from the one dimensional transient conductive heat transfer 
equation: 
  
  
  
   
   
 
, where   is the the thermal diffusivity, 
 
  
. The environment that the cabinet is exposed in will most 
likely have a direct heat flux from the fire at the front face of the cabinet with a convective cooling 
factor accounting for the temperature of the air around the cabinet. The internal layer of the 
insulation had no heat generation. The back face of the insulation is open to the air inside of the 
cabinet which is a known surface convection. 
  
          
    
     
  
   (Specified heat flux boundary condition) 
 ̅         ̇   
  
 
   
     
  
   (Known surface convection boundary condition) 
The nodal and boundary equations: 
The front boundary condition equation is as follows (Kreith, Manglik, & Bohn, 2011): 
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where the   
  variable represents the temperature at time                  and thickness 
               . The front boundary is affected by the heat flux from the fire plus a 
convective cooling factor from the ambient air. To determine the Equation for the internal nodes: 
    
    (  
      
   )           
  
The internal nodes are calculated from an average of the surrounding nodes, because there is no 
heat generation in the insulation. For the back boundary condition: 
    
     (    
      )                 
  
The back boundary uses the equation for convection to simulate the heat transfer from the 
insulation to the air inside the cabinet.  
Initial Conditions 
The initial conditions for the cabinet were set as at time, t=0; temperature,     =298K. The time 
step used in the calculation represents the length of time it takes for the heat to transfer through 
the thickness, dx, limited by the insulations properties. To find the time step the Fourier number is 
set equal to 0.45, to obey          . The Fourier number    
   
   
 where x is the thickness 
divided by the number of nodes,   is the thermal property of the material and t is the time. To find 
the time step:    
     
 
 (
  
   
). The chosen heat fluxes are chosen to display more data at smaller 
heat fluxes, 1 
  
  
 and 5 
  
  
, and the extremes 10 
  
  
 and 20 
  
  
. An emissivity of 0.3 is chosen to 
account for the steel cabinet casing. The heat transfer coefficients are 30 
  
  
 for the convective 
cooling at the front of the cabinet and 25 
  
  
 for the inside of the cabinet. See the appendix section 
titled Initial Conditions for additional details. 
End Conditions for Insulation effectiveness: 
The end conditions, used to define the effectiveness of the insulations, are concerned with the 
temperature after 30 minutes, weight and cost of the insulations chosen. The insulations that were 
analyzed are: extra high temperature rigid ceramic insulation; high temperature millboard 
insulation; and harsh-environment silica insulation all of which are rated for use over 1000°F 
(538°C) (see Table 1). 
Table 1: Insulation Materials and Properties 
Material Max Temp (K) K (W/m*K) Density (kg/m^3) Specific Heat (J/kg K) 
Ceramic 1324.816667 0.0493109 304.38 920 
Millboard 1022.038889 0.1426492 945.18 840 
Silica 1366.483333 0.1373659 160.2 800 
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Insulation  
Temperature Requirements 
The end condition for the temperature was determined by finding the temperature at which the 
back face of the insulation would reach a temperature that would harm the operators. The 
calculation assumes that the fire emits a constant heat flux. Once the heat energy is conducted 
through the insulation the temperature of the back face is found. The time at which the back face of 
the insulation reaches 45°C (113°F), the temperature at which human skin feels pain (SFPE, 2002), 
is defined as the protection time (see Table 2). Keeping the back face of the insulation less than 
45°C (113°F) will ensure that no harm will affect the operators of the cabinet after a test, and will 
keep the instruments at an operational level. The end time for the tests is 30 minutes so the 
maximum protection time is 30 minutes. For full tables of the protection times found see Appendix 
H: Finite difference method data tables. 
Table 2: Protection times for the minimum amount of insulation. 
Heatflux (
  
  
).  Insulation Material Thickness (in.) Time (min) 
1 Millboard 0.125 30.00 
5 Millboard 0.125 0.38 
10 Millboard 0.125 0.23 
20 Millboard 0.125 0.16 
1 Ceramic 0.25 30.00 
5 Ceramic 0.25 1.18 
10 Ceramic 0.25 0.66 
20 Ceramic 0.25 0.46 
1 Silica 0.25 30.00 
5 Silica 0.25 0.20 
10 Silica 0.25 0.12 
20 Silica 0.25 0.09 
Weight requirement: 
The weight of the cabinet with all instrumentation and insulation is set to remain under 102kg 
(225lbs) to remain maneuverable by one person and lift-able by two people. The cabinet alone 
weighs 61kg (134lbs), the instrumentation is 22kg (48lbs) and the cooling unit is 12kg (26.5lbs). 
This requirement allows approximately 7.48kg (16.5lbs) of insulation to be installed.  
Table 3: Maximum insulation thickness due to the weight criteria of the cabinet. 
Ceramic Millboard Silica 
Thickness Weight Thickness Weight Thickness Weight 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0.1875 10.71533 0.0625 11.09131 0.25 7.519531 
0.25 14.28711 0.125 22.18262 0.5 15.03906 
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The weight criterion states the maximum allowable insulation thickness for the easy mobility of the 
cabinet, as defined by Tyco. The maximum thickness is 0.25 inches for the ceramic insulation, 0.125 
inches for the millboard insulation and 0.50 inches for the silica insulation (see Table 3). The 
calculation performed for the millboard insulation only considered a minimum of 0.125 inch 
insulation. This is due to the impracticality of calculating something thinner as the number or 
elements rises as the thickness of the sample declines. For the method and relevant equations used 
see Appendix G: . 
When considering the weight requirement, the protection time for the insulations is very small and 
would not allow protection for the duration of a test. Especially critical is the protection time at the 
heat flux value of 5
  
  
 because a value of 2.5
  
  
 was measured for approximately one minute during 
the conducted tests (see Appendix D: Testing Results). In the event of a more powerful test fire the 
cabinet needs would need to be protected. To ensure protection of the instruments thicker 
insulations with higher weights must be considered. By adding 14lbs of ceramic insulation, the 
cabinet would be protected against a heat flux of 5
  
  
  for the full duration of the tests (see Figure 
4). The ceramic insulation has a far larger capacity to insulate then the millboard or silica 
insulation. 
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Figure 4: Protection times for when the back face of 0.5 inches of Ceramic, Millboard, or Silica insulation will 
reach 45°C (104°F). 
Insulation is an inexpensive way to protect the cabinet from the heat insult. The insulation chosen 
from the analysis is 0.5 inch (12.7mm) thick ceramic board insulation. The ceramic insulation has a 
low K-Factor, which equates to the most efficient weight to thickness ratio of the considered 
insulations. The insulation protects the cabinet for up to 30 minutes from a fire insult of 5 
  
  
 and 3 
min from a direct heat flux of 20 
  
  
.  
Cooling Unit 
The gas analyzer and the air conditioner have operational limits at approximately 100°F (40°C). 
The design focused on insulation 0.5 inches thick with a heat flux of 5
  
  
 as the ideal solution. 
Figure 5 shows that using insulation alone will allow between 600-1400 watts into the cabinet, 
causing an unacceptable rise in temperature over the 30 minute test. A cooling system is justified to 
keep the instruments at a optimal operational temperature. See Appendix G: Finite difference 
method heat transfer analysis for detailed a detailed calculation of the energy into the cabinet.  
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Figure 5: Energy into the cabinet with insulation 0.5in thick with a heat flux of 5 
  
  
. 
The size limitation of the cooling unit greatly reduces the cooling capability of a unit. Because of this 
the cooling system recommended is the American Comfort ACW100. The cooling unit is not used to 
protect the cabinet, but keep the instruments comfortable. There is no cooling unit found that can 
both protect the cabinet from the full insult of a heat flux above 1
  
  
, and have a small enough 
footprint that it will fit in the cabinet. Thus cooling system will only be effective for lower heat 
fluxes and smaller test times. This cooling system is a size capable of fitting into the cabinet. The 
weight of the device is 26.5lbs (12kg) with the dimensions being 14in (355mm)x23 in (585mm)x 9 
in (230m), and a cooling capability of 240 watts (American Comfort, 2012). This system can 
increase the protection time of the cabinet to 2min at a heat flux of 5 
  
  
 to 30min with 1 
  
  
 hitting 
the cabinet. As a result of the very low protection times at heat fluxes greater then 1, it is 
recommended to protect the cabinet at a distance greater than 7.62m (20 ft). 
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Cost 
Ceramic is priced higher than the other insulations, but it performs the best as was shown. Table 4 
shows the price per thickness for the insulation analyzed. Despite the high cost of the ceramic 
insulation it is the best insulator for its weight and is the recommended insulation to be used. 
Table 4: The price of the insulation. The pricing of the insulation follows the analysis results, with ceramic being 
the most protective material analyzed. Millboard and Silica being subsequent insulations in both quality of 
protection and price. 
Thickness Insulation Weight Cost 
0.250 Ceramic 14.29  $     339.13  
0.500 Ceramic 28.57  $     678.26  
1.500 Ceramic 85.72  $  1,748.10  
0.125 Millboard 22.18  $     118.06  
0.500 Millboard 88.73  $     345.82  
1.500 Millboard 266.19  $  1,037.45  
0.250 Silica 7.52  $        45.20  
0.500 Silica 15.04  $        82.14  
1.500 Silica 45.12  $     246.43  
 
The thermal analysis demonstrates that the most effective insulation would be 0.5 inches of 
ceramic insulation. Two impediments to this finding is the weight, which is too heavy for the 
current cabinet and its weight restriction and the price which is marginally higher than the other 
insulations. The most convincing reason to install the ceramic insulation is displayed in Figure 4 
where it is the only insulation, which protects the cabinet up to a heat flux of 5 
  
  
 with a thickness 
of 0.5 
 Cost Benefit Analysis 
The cost of the designed mobile system ranges between ~$43,000 to ~$50,000 dollars, depending 
on the specifications of the final chosen components, compared to the ~$140,000 it would cost to 
build 3 separate fire product collectors (see Table 5). 
Another detail that must be mentioned is the consistency of a mobile system. If 3 systems were to 
be implemented that would imply three hoods would be present. This would complicate the 
operation of some of the other tests being performed within those same bays 
The solution presented will add the capability of measuring fires up to one megawatt. The site will 
be able to move its fire products collector in and out of bays and in storage adding versatility to the 
test areas (see Appendix R: Price List of System Components for additional breakdown of costs). 
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Table 5: Overview of system costs. 
Conclusion 
A fire products collector is useful tool to gain understanding of fire. Adding mobility to a fire 
products collector allows the device to be used in multiple locations that may expand the variety of 
fires to be studied and, eventually, understood. 
A fire products collector consists of a hood, duct, probe section and instrumentation cabinet. The 
hood and the duct are too heavy and obtuse for easy mobility and must be disassembled or installed 
in the test area. Adding mobility to a fire products collector is adding mobility to the probes and the 
instrumentation cabinet. In addition the increased hazards of mobility require protection for 
smoke, airborne particulates (soot), water and heat.  
As the instrument cabinet is the most expensive part of the system, measures must be taken to 
protect all of the delicate devices to ensure proper operation. To protect against thermal insults, 
two protective systems acting in unison will work best, the insulation protects the whole cabinet, 
while the air conditioner cools the instruments to an acceptable temperature. However, these 
systems need to be designed with the notion that personnel will be using them, and must have 
some degree of consideration towards safety. 
Adding mobility to a fire products collector is very cost effective when there are multiple test areas 
that could potentially be used for fire testing. The expansion of a mobile fire products collector, 
allows for the collection of the heat release rate, which is the single most important indicator of fire 
hazard and represents a significant step forward for the capabilities of Tyco’s test areas. 
 Future work 
Considerations were made to accommodate the weight and volume of a Hydrocarbon analyzer. The 
device would require a more in depth study of the cabinet’s protective system and possibly 
additional considerations for sampling lines and power lines. A hydrocarbon analyzer would give 
more insight into burning characteristics of the fire as it would allow the user to evaluate the 
energy contained in the uncombusted fuel. 
Subsystem Cost Low Cost High 
Cabinet $907  $1,007  
Instrumentation $29,025  $33,689  
Ducting $4,080  $4,080  
Hoods $8,238  $8,238  
Insulation $680  $1,750  
Total System Cost $42,930  $48,563  
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The market for fire testing tools tends to lean toward making custom products. One company fire 
testing technology has a large foothold in the market, with products that could be advanced. For 
companies that want ease of use, a custom system takes time and expertise to create, and the 
current market option has limited operator customizability. Focusing mainly on the cabinet, it is 
scalable to any size testing facility, from a cone calorimeter to full scale testing. The proposed 
cabinet could replace the current market option increasing the customizability and robustness of 
the calorimetry performed, by allowing the user easier access to a custom interface and great 
options in the data and operations supported. 
Implementation of the system would the ultimate goal of this project. The project focused 
specifically on designing the system and the instrumentation cabinet, but the construction, testing 
and use of the system would be the next logical step of the project. 
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Subject: Research proposal for the Design of a Mobile Fire Products Collector 
                                                                                                                                                                                             
 Background 
There are many different apparatuses available to measure crucial characteristics of fires. These 
devices range from a cone calorimeter, which burns a 100mm x 100mm specimen, to a furniture 
calorimeter to a large room calorimeter, such as FM Global’s 24 meter x 24 meter large burn lab. 
Although a significant amount of data has been collected and analyzed from these devices, there is 
not yet an alternative for a mobile device that can be used in multiple laboratories. The assumed 
cost associated with a mobile fire products collector would also be significantly less than a large fire 
products collector as used at FM Global or Underwriters Laboratory. 
 
Tyco Fire and Security is a division of Tyco International that focuses on designing products for fire 
suppression, life safety and security. To achieve this goal Tyco performs numerous tests at their 
Cranston, RI site to optimize their products to improve safety and security for businesses and 
residential customers. To improve Tyco’s testing capabilities further a mobile fire products 
collector would significantly increase their flexibility in performing tests. 
 
The design of the cabinet for a mobile fire products collector takes into account the many 
challenges that a fire brings. A fire is an extremely difficult environment to operate in and there are 
few materials that offer full protection against a powerful fire. In addition the instruments used to 
measure the temperature and products of combustion may be damaged by a fire if they are not 
properly protected and maintained.  
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Fire Testing Technology has engineered a number of products used for fire testing that offer 
solutions to various standards groups tests. In addition they offer solutions for the instruments that 
are necessary for fire tests. Their designs also offer insights as to what the industry requires and the 
design of existing test beds.  
 Problem Statement 
Current market offerings of medium to large scale fire product collection apparatus are not mobile. 
The introduction of a mobile fire products collector can introduce a new test bed that can be moved 
from one lab space to another, while remaining fully operational for tests. 
 Objective 
The objective is to design a mobile fire products collector including instrumentation and hood to 
operate a medium-large scale calorimeter instrument cabinet for an apparatus that can withstand 
the extreme environment of a fire. An analysis of the cost to manufacture the device, including all 
instruments, will be conducted and a prototype instrument cabinet will be built. 
 Results, Deliverables and Benefit 
The result of this project will be a full functional cabinet for a medium to large scale calorimeter. 
Through this project Tyco will expand it capabilities from small scale calorimetry to a colorimeter 
that can measure a room burn. The cost analysis that will be required will give Tyco insight into the 
expenses associated with a calorimeter of this size and help justify the expense of one of these 
larger devices. A complete conference paper, with supporting appendices will be delivered upon 
completion of the design. The paper will potentially be published in a conference paper after the 
completion of the design. The deliverable will include a summary of the process used to complete 
the design, a design of the calorimeter system, the cost of the device, the prototype instrument 
cabinet and the results of all tests done and the prototype instrument cabinet. 
 
 Technical Approach 
A mobile enclosure will be built that can be combined with a hood and duct system that will sit 
above a burn test. This enclosure must be water resistant and heat resistant to repel the heat of the 
fire and water from sprinklers.   
 
The tests will consist of parking the enclosure next to a fire for a period of ~20 minutes and 
measuring the ambient heat inside the device as to understand the buildup of heat inside the 
enclosure. To ensure protection of the instruments the instrument cabinet must be tested to ensure 
there is no excessive heat transfer from the fire to the cabinet. The fire will be extinguished 
exposing the enclosure to some water to simulate a sprinkler test hitting enclosure. To ensure the 
soundness of the design various data points inside and outside the cabinet will be measured 
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including: Inside temperature, outside temperature, moisture content inside the device, and 
pressure inside and outside the device. 
 
 Executive Summary 
There is a gap in the variety of fire testing apparatus that a mobile fire products collector, with the 
capability of measuring large scale sprinklered fires, will occupy. There are many products 
available that are sufficient at collecting fire products; however they have the problem of being 
designed for a specific fire size. Also they are usually contained in a burn room and require a sizable 
increase in infrastructure, especially if sprinklered and non-sprinklered tests are required. The 
solution is the development of a mobile fire products collector, which will be a standalone unit that 
can be moved between labs. The team will design the cabinet for the products collector, so that the 
collector is able to withstand the heat of the fire as well as remain sufficiently mobile. An analysis of 
the cost of the device will be completed to justify the completion of the design. The design of the 
cabinet will be proven with a number of fire and sprinkler test. The majority of the work will be 
performed by students from Worcester Polytechnic Institute and Shanghai Jiao Tong University, 
which greatly reduces the cost of the project. 
Hood and Exhaust Collections Systems 
Hood Design 
Several factors must be taken into account for the design of the hood. One factor is the size of the 
opening of the hood, so that the hood will be suitable for most fire tests performed at Tyco. The 
hood will be a 3m x 3m (9.84ft x 9.84ft) hood to be capable of testing up to a 5MW fire.  
There are two types of tests that are going to utilize this device; a compartment fire and a furniture 
fire. These two different types of fires require slightly different setups.  
The hood will be constructed using the guidelines suggested in ASTM 2067. The hood will be 
constructed out of stainless steel. The slope of the hood is limited to a 40° slope between the hood 
and the walls (see Figure 6). The hood is required to be insulated so that the conductive heat loss is 
no greater than the walls. The steel will be coated with a fibrous cement mix to provide thermal 
insulation of the steel structure. The insulation will provide a protection for the steel during a long 
burning fire; however if burning persists the hood could be a source of reflected radiation back to 
the burning object (NIST, 2004). 
It is imperative that all of the gasses leaving the burning specimen are collected. In order to do so a 
blower is added to the system to ensure that the flow becomes fully developed and the gases are 
sufficiently mixed. 
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Figure 6: Hood and Exhaust system (ASTM, 2008). 
The purpose of the cables is so that the device can be easily and inexpensively be hung from above 
and positioned as necessary. This is directly opposed to using a levered system from the ground or 
a movable car, which would weigh much more and also be much more costly to construct. 
 
Figure 7: Sketch design of the hood and duct system. 
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The flow in the ducts is where all of the data is measured; therefore the specifications of the duct 
are explicitly outlined as well as the instrumentation required for testing. The diameter of the ducts 
heavily contributes to the location of the fully developed flow as well as the volume of gasses in the 
duct. ASTM 2067 recommends that to measure all the combustion products the probes should be 
located a distance of 8 to 30 duct diameters to where the gas products are uniformly mixed and the 
velocity is nearly uniform. 
The design has a duct with an estimated length of 15m (49.2ft) assisted with a fan to ensure that the 
velocity profile reaches a fully-developed profile with some tolerance for end effects. The duct used 
is made of 14 gauge stainless steel, with an inner diameter of 1m (3.28ft). The inside of the duct will 
then be coated with concrete as mentioned in (NIST, 2004) to limit energy dissipation from the 
gases directly contacting the steel of the duct. A 15 meter long duct, including the fan, will weigh 
about 1100kg (2400lbs). The weight may vary depending on the thickness of the inside coating 
applied. 
Component Fan Duct Hood 
Weight 180lbs 1800lbs 400lbs 
Mobility 
To improve mobility the size and weight of the device will be minimized. The length of the duct will 
be reduced as much as possible to maintain a conducive flow characteristic. This will be achieved 
by a fully developed gas flow as immediately as possible. This may be achieved through a series of 
nozzles, a diffuser, flow straightener, or guiding vanes or a combination of these devices. s 
The materials used in the device will be critical to increase the mobility of the device. The limiting 
factor is the extreme environment the device will have to endure. Therefore many of the materials 
will need to be heavy duty steel. To overcome this weight problem the use of a device to lift and 
move the apparatus will be considered. Alternatively if the device can be disassembled into sizes of 
manageable weight that would be solution considered as well. 
 Potential Modifications and Future Work 
The designed device will lay the groundwork for a fully functional mobile fire collector to be built in 
the future. Depending on the test bay the length of the duct will need to be determined based on the 
specific needs of each site. 
 Schedule, Resources and Cost Estimate 
 
The research and building will be conducted over a period of six weeks, commencing on Monday 
July 2, 2012 and completing Friday August 17, 2012. The team will consist of four engineering 
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students: 2 from WPI in Worcester, MA, USA and 2 from Shanghai Jaio Tong University in Shanghai, 
China. Students will be working approximately 40 hours per week. 
 
Schedule 
1st-3rd week: The system will be designed using modeling software, which will be helpful for 
modifications of the design. The optimal size, material, and structure of the system will be 
evaluated. At the end of the design process, a price estimate will be calculated. 
4th week: Prototypes will be designed to test the function of the cabinet, especially the thermal 
barrier and smoke and water proof. Materials to build a simplified cabinet, which includes all the 
basic characteristics of the final design, will be decided and acquired. 
5th week: In this stage, a small numbers of tests will be devised to see whether the cabinet serves its 
purpose. The water resistance of the device as well as the temperature inside and outside the 
device must be tested. 
6th to 7th week: Data will be organized, optimizations will be proposed for the cabinet, and a 
Standard Operating Procedure for use of the mobile fire products collector will be written. The 
report and conference paper will be finalized, prepared for presentation. 
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In the search for a cooling unit for the instrument cabinet the design team considered many 
solutions. As previously mentioned options such as fans within the case, insulation and water 
cooling were heavily considered. Upon investigation most of these products turned up in some form 
of a commercialized product that was essentially ready for use. However, upon consideration of a 
cooling unit of the scale that is needed to cool the cold trap of the samples of gas within the cone 
calorimeter, no real results turned up.  
The scale of the refrigeration system within the cone calorimeter is not so uncommon. The product 
was labeled as having a capability of ~90 Watts. A small refrigerator, like ones commonly found in 
dormitories operates on the same magnitude but cools a volume of gas slowly rather than a small 
sample rapidly. While not monumentally problematic, the machine was made to keep an immobile 
volume of air cold. This dissimilar operation meant that a refrigeration system from a fridge would 
have to be modified to fit inside of the instrument cabinet and cool a continuous sample. The issue 
with the size of the device being the heat exchanger that serves as a condenser.  
As a possible solution to this a different kind of heat exchanger was considered. The heat exchanger 
that was now under consideration is cooled by a liquid instead of by air. After reasoning a liquid 
cooled exchanger was more space effective the design team began searching for a cooling system 
with air to liquid heat exchangers. The specific combination mentioned is very common in 
refrigerators for watercraft. The search was once again on for a product that was readily available. 
After some searching it was once again found that the combination of scale and application of the 
necessary device was incredibly uncommon.  
After some consultation with representatives from marine refrigeration companies, the possibility 
of a device intended for medical applications was brought up. Once again the design team searched 
fruitlessly for the specific device of the scale needed. 
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Testing 
To prove the design of the prototyped cabinet a series of tests were conducted to determine the 
maximum heat insult that the cabinet would endure during a typical test fire. Fire is a very abusive 
event and when dealing with extremely expensive and sensitive instruments it is important to 
ensure that no insult will impact the quality of the instrumentation results or cause the instruments 
to malfunction. Cabinet testing was performed in test area F in concurrence with sprinkler testing 
done by the new technology group within Tyco. 
Test Fire: 
The tests were conducted according to the UL 1626 standardized test fire. The fire is meant to 
simulate a room corner in a residential occupancy in. The fuel package consists of a wood crib 
(Figure 2) and simulated furniture positioned in a corner of the room enclosure. The fire is ignited 
by using hexane (     ) as an accelerant. The heptane ignites the crib. The foam is arranged in a 
fashion that promotes the radiation from the fire to travel up the corner of the room and propagate 
toward the ceiling, when the water sprinkler will activate and extinguish the fire. 
Cabinet Test Setup: 
Prior to the completion of the prototype cabinet, a sheet of galvanized steel was used to determine 
an approximate temperature differential across the material. The carbon steel plate setup is 
essentially the same as the setup used with the cabinet. 
The test setup of the cabinet in relation to the fire was to determine how a typical test fire, like the 
UL 1626 fire, would affect the cabinet. The cabinet was set up at differing distances of ten to twenty 
five feet away from the corner where the fire was located (see Figure 8).  
  
Figure 8: Test Setup (plan view). The Fire is represented by the red triangle. The black lines surrounding the fire 
are the vertical foam plates. The blue circles represent the sprinklers and the rectangular box represents the 
cabinet which depending on the test would be as close as 10 feet or as far away as 20 feet. The large black lines 
represent the walls of a residential enclosure. 
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Figure 9: Thermocouple Placement (elevation view). This side view of the cabinet shows its relative position to 
the fire (the red triangle). There are 4 thermocouples ;TC1 is on the front of the cabinet in the center of the 
cabinet, TC2 is inside the cabinet attached to the roof, to measure the effects of the fire plume hitting the ceiling 
and descending downwards, TC3 is inside the cabinet in the exact middle hanging in air, TC4 is a distance away 
from the cabinet measuring the ambient air in the room. The heat flux gauge was placed on top of the cabinet. 
Sensors: 
To measure the heat insult of the fire four thermocouples were used (see Figure 9). For the last two 
tests a heat flux gauge was added to measure the maximum incident heat flux hitting the cabinet 
was receiving. To ensure that the water from the sprinklers minimally affected the thermocouples 
covering were formed to protect the thermocouple bead from water that might result in erroneous 
data. 
An Omega portable data logger was used to record the temperature measurements from the 
thermocouples. The RDXL4SD portable data logger had the capability for four thermocouples. It had 
a resolution of 0.1°C with a sampling time of one sample per second (Omega, 2003).  
The transducer used to measure the heat flux is a gardon gauge. The sensor is liquid cooled and 
requires no input voltage to operate. The gardon gauge being used was calibrated within Tyco’s 
facilities. Because we were looking for a maximum thermal insult official calibration by its 
manufacturer, Medtherm was considered too time consuming and in-house calibration was 
sufficient. 
Calibration of the gardon gauge was done by utilizing the cone calorimeter and its calibrated heat 
flux gauge. The gardon gauge (model number: 64-5SB-20) is designed to have a linear voltage to 
heat flux conversion factor. Using the cone calorimeter it was possible to adjust the heat flux 
directed as the sensor and record the known heat flux and the voltage from the gauge and match it 
to a time temperature scale dictated by ASTM E511. This particular gauge was found to have the 
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conversion factor of 2.29058
  
  
. This number is used to change the voltage output recorded to a 
heat flux value. 
Testing Results 
Steel Sheet (Test 1 and 2): 
The first test, conducted July 29, 2012, used a steel sheet with thermocouples attached to the front 
and back find the temperature differential across the steel sheet. Additional thermal couples were 
placed in ambient air relatively close to the plate and behind the plate (see Figure 10). 
 
Figure 10: Temperature differential. The temperature differential records a difference of about 12 seconds at the 
maximum peak. This is consistent with data in Figure 11 for the range of temperatures being recorded. The 
negative data at the end is a result of the thermocouple on the front interacting with more water. 
Another data set that pertains to the testing and optimizing the cabinet design is the graph of the 
differential temperature. There is a relatively small difference between the two sides of the plate, 
however as the fire grows to its maximum temperature the difference between the front and back 
of the plate reaches almost 13.5% (11 ⁰F), see Figure 10 above. 
The Cabinet Prototype Tests 
The test fires, despite having the same fuel package and materials behave differently for each test. 
The difference in fire from test to test makes perfect repeatability impossible. The main goal of 
testing is to determine the maximum heat insult from the fire, so that the cabinet can be protected 
accordingly.  
For the final two tests a heat flux gauge was used to measure the incident heat flux or energy 
transfer to the material surface) (Cote & National Fire Protection Association, 2003). The results of 
the incident heat flux at the cabinet are shown in  
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Figure 11: Temperatures from thermocouples on cabinet (see Figure 9).TC2 reaches the highest value, which is 
the thermocouple located on the cabinet roof. The difference between the highest thermocouple is about 10⁰F. 
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Figure 12: Incident heat flux on cabinet. The incident heat flux has a peak of about 2.5kW/m2. The data suggests 
that the heat flux for this fire has a relatively small output because the sprinklers are designed to cool the fire 
rapidly blocking any heat.  
Conclusion 
All of the testing done ten tests in total, display the predicted worst case scenario for any test that 
the calorimeter cabinet would be expected to operate in. The maximum heat flux experienced 
during the two tests was 2.75
  
  
.  
The maximum temperature insult experienced during the two tests was 101.1 ⁰F. This can be 
compared to the highest temperature experienced inside the cabinet, which is 87⁰F. This was the 
result of a particularly large test experienced on August 7. The average max temperature inside the 
cabinet is only 84⁰F.  
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Steel Plate Differential test 
Test Setup and Plate Location 
 
Temperature Data Plot: 
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Temperature Comparison to New Technology Group Data: 
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Temperature Data Plot: 
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 2012_08_01-MQP-Test03 
Cabinet Heat Transfer Test Results 
 
Figure 13: Thermocouple Locations on Cabinet 
Temperature Data Plot: 
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Heat Flux Data Plot: 
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Heat Flux Data Plot: 
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Appendix E:  Standard operating Procedure 
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Assembly (pre test) 
1 Position Ducting and hood in desirable testing area 
2 Position Sampling equipment at other end of ducting in desired testing area 
3 Assemble Racks 
4 Assemble Hood on racks 
5 Place Protective barrier around racks 
6 Connect hood to stationary duct 
a Including any extra ducting sections 
7 Connect sampling section to opposing end of duct  
 
Calibration (pre test) 
 
1 Turn power on 
2 In case the system has a cold trap 
a Make sure cold trap is empty (in case of using cold trap) 
i If not, then empty it by opening the drain valve and closing it when the 
water is drained  
ii Close cold trap 
3 Make sure selector valve is turned to “Calibrate” and not “Sample” 
a Setting that closes the flow from any sample gases 
4 Purge system with nitrogen 
a make sure all calibration gas tanks have their valves closed. 
b open nitrogen calibration valve 
c Make sure the Gas analyzer reads 0 Oxygen and 0 Carbon Dioxide 
i Otherwise zero the values out 
5 Calibrate for O2 and CO2 mixture tanks 
a Mare sure calibration gas tanks are all closed 
b Open CO2 or O2 mixture 
c Make sure the gas analyzer reads the correct composition (values from tanks) 
i Otherwise set them to known value of tank mixture 
6 Repeat Calibration for other gas 
7 Close off Calibration gas valves 
8 Check Dessicant and particulate filters 
a Replace filtering components if necessary 
 
 
Operation (pre test) 
1 Power the fan of the sampling duct system 
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2 Power the Instrument cabinet 
3 Turn on vacuum pump 
4 Turn selector valve from calibrate to sample 
 
5 Prepare moisture disposal system  
a In case of cold trap 
i empty cold trap (Step 2a in “Calibration” section) 
ii Turn on and run cold trap until suitable temperature in case of cold trap 
b In case of ice bath 
i Prepare suitable ice bath for gas line 
c In case of only desiccant filter 
i Check filters (Step 8 of “Calibration” section) 
 
Testing (post test) 
1 Wait until test has been terminated  
a ensure the room is suitable for human traffic 
b ensure equipment is at suitable temperature 
2 Turn off cabinet power 
3 Turn off sampling duct 
4 Let cabinet cool down 
a if the room temperature is below 105 F and the cabinet is at a higher temperature 
than ambient, open the cabinet and let it sit for 20 minutes 
Diassembly 
1 Disconnect blower 
2 Disconnect sampling duct 
3 Disconnect mobile ducting from stationary ducting 
4 Disconnect hood 
a Disassemble hood 
b Disassemble racks 
5 Move to storage area 
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Appendix F:  Testing Room 
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 Testing Setup 
 
 
Figure 14: Fuel Package for UL 1626 test fire. Consists of a wood crib with a heptane pan underneath. 
 
 
Figure 15: Cabinet Location in Test Area. The cabinet moves between  
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Steel Sheet 
 
Figure 16: Steel sheet set up in test area 
 
 
Figure 17: Thermocouple attached to steel sheet with aluminum tape 
 
Figure 18:Thermocouple in ambient air 
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Figure 19: Back of steel sheet,with thermocouple attached to the back and in ambient air 
 
 
Figure 20: Side view of Steel Sheet 
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Figure 21: Portable Data Acquisition system 
 
Cabinet 
 
Figure 22: Thermocouple locations for cabinet testing. The triangle signifies the relative fire location. 
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Figure 23: Side view of cabinet with door off. 
 
Figure 24: Side view of cabinet with full view of inside the cabinet. 
 
 
Figure 25: Front view of cabinet. 
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Figure 26: Thermocouple suspended inside the cabinet 
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Appendix G:  Finite difference method heat transfer analysis 
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Insulation 
To determine the amount of insulation on the box we first need to determine the heat transfer from 
the fire to the cabinet and how that heat conducts through the box. Initially to determine whether 
any insulation is needed we can do a semi-infinite calculation to show what of sheet steel would be 
sufficient to keep the inside of the cabinet below the maximum operable temperature of the gas 
analyzers.  
The Insulations that were analyzed were found on McMaster.com and represent three different 
types of materials used to make board insulations; Ceramic, Millboard, and Silica. 
Ceramic Insulation 
  Moisture-resistant sheets are silica ceramic insulation wrapped in polyethylene. 
Thickness  Width Length 
Max 
Temp 
H Density  Item # Weight  Price 
 (in.)  (in.) (in.)  (F) (ft^2*F*h/BTU*in) (lbs/ft^3) 
 
(lbs) 
 
0.1875 19.5 23.5 1925 0.28 19 6841K1 10.715 47.55 
0.25 19.5 23.5 1925 0.28 19 6841K2 14.287 59.8 
0.375 23.5 39 1925 0.28 19 6841K3 21.431 129.43 
0.75 23.5 39 1925 0.28 19 6841K4 42.861 179.46 
1 23.5 39 1925 0.28 19 6841K5 57.148 215 
1.5 23.5 39 1925 0.28 19 6841K6 85.723 308.25 
         Millboard Insulation 
  High temperature and extra high temperature sheets  
are made of rock wool mineral fibers, clay, and filler. 
Thickness  Width Length 
Max 
Temp 
H Density  Item # Weight  Price 
 (in.)  (in.) (in.)  (F) (ft^2*F*h/BTU*in) (lbs/ft^3) 
 
(lbs) 
 
0.0625 39 39 1380 0.81 59 9362K16 11.091 21.5 
0.125 39 39 1380 0.81 59 9362K11 22.183 34.55 
0.1875 39 39 1380 0.81 59 9362K12 33.274 43.5 
0.25 39 39 1380 0.81 59 9362K13 44.365 63.95 
0.375 39 39 1380 0.81 59 9362K14 66.548 85.37 
0.5 39 39 1380 0.81 59 9362K15 88.73 101.2 
 
Harsh-Environment Silica Insulation 
    
Thickness  Width Length 
Max 
Temp 
H Density  Item # Weight  Price 
 (in.)  (in.) (in.)  (F) (ft^2*F*h/BTU*in) (lbs/ft^3) 
 
(lbs) 
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0.25 36 116 2000 0.78 10 93435K16 7.51953 18.16 
0.5 36 58 2000 0.78 10 93435K26 15.0391 33 
1 36 33 2000 0.78 10 93435K36 30.0781 54.18 
Semi-Infinite 
To determine that the sheet steel was not sufficient to protect the cabinet from the estimated heat 
flow the next step was to use a semi-infinite solid analysis. Using the semi-infinite analysis the 
depth at which a heat insult on the outside has no effect on the inside of the insulation can be 
determined. To put it another way, if a certain heat flux is affecting the outside surface, how thick 
does the insulation have to be so that the back wall does not experience any effect from the initial 
heat flux. 
The equation for the semi-infinite solid analysis is: 
   √    √
 
   
   
The semi-infinite solid analysis uses the properties of the insulation being analyzed to determine 
the thickness that is needed. 
 10min (in.) 20min (in.) 30min (in.) 
Ceramic Insulation 0.80935941 1.14460705 1.40185162 
Millboard Insulation 0.81754182 1.15617873 1.41602397 
Harsh-Environment Silica Insulation 1.99680395 2.82390722 3.45856589 
Table 6: Thickness of insulation from Semi-infinite analysis 
The semi-infinite solid analysis is a blunt method thus a more discretized method is needed to find 
the thickness, weight, and cost of material that is required to protect against the thermal insult. 
Finite Difference Method 
The finite difference method of calculating the heat transfer, through a solid, works by breaking up 
the full thickness of the solid and breaking it up into many discretized sections through which to 
measure the heat transfer. This method provides a more exact way to observer the effects of heat 
insults over a certain time.  
The solid is broken up into N nodes , or control volumes, which the temperature equations act 
upon. The general energy balance that must be conserved is: 
[
                       
         
]  [
            
          
]
      
 [
             
          
]
     
 
From equation this all of the equations can be derived. For the cabinet considered that there would 
be no heat generation inside the insulation and assumed a constant heat flux at the front boundary 
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and a convective cooling process at the back boundary. Using the equations we can formulate a 
numerical solution using Microsoft Excel© software. 
The heat analysis of the cabinet involved determining the exact specifications required determining 
what methods of heat transfer would be evident at the boundaries. The method that was chosen 
included a constant heat flux and convection cooling at the front face and convection applied at the 
back face. 
The nodal and boundary equations: 
The finite difference method is derived from the one dimensional transient conductive heat transfer 
equation: 
  
  
  
   
   
 
, where   is the the thermal diffusivity, 
 
  
. The environment that the cabinet is exposed in will most 
likely have a direct heat flux from the fire at the front face of the cabinet with a convective cooling 
factor accounting for the temperature of the air around the cabinet. The internal layer of the 
insulation had no heat generation. The back face of the insulation is open to the air inside of the 
cabinet which is a known surface convection. 
  
          
    
     
  
   (Specified heat flux boundary condition) 
 ̅         ̇   
  
 
   
     
  
   (Known surface convection boundary condition) 
The nodal and boundary equations: 
The front boundary condition equation is as follows (Kreith, Manglik, & Bohn, 2011): 
    
    
              
    [
  
 
           (     
 )]
̇
 
where the   
  variable represents the temperature at time                  and thickness 
               . The front boundary is affected by the heat flux from the fire plus a 
convective cooling factor from the ambient air. To determine the Equation for the internal nodes: 
    
    (  
      
   )           
  
The internal nodes are calculated from an average of the surrounding nodes, because there is no 
heat generation in the insulation. For the back boundary condition: 
    
     (    
      )                 
  
The back boundary uses the equation for convection to simulate the heat transfer from the 
insulation to the air inside the cabinet.  
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Time Step 
One important aspect of the numerical solution is the time step. If a time step is too large there will 
be large fluctuations in the solution that do not represent reality. If the time step is set too small 
then the processing power required for can be large and there is the possibility for round off error. 
The process for determining the time step corresponds to the rate of conduction through the solid 
as compared to its Fourier number. In this case Kreith recommends setting the Fourier number at 
0.5 to solve for the timestep, while using a number slightly below the calculated value. Note that the 
node size dx is being used and that dt should be smaller then
     
  
.  
   
 
     
 
   
  
   
    
     
  
 
Initial Conditions 
The initial conditions for the cabinet were set as at time, t=0; temperature, T=T∞=298K. The time 
step used in the calculation represents the length of time it takes for the heat to transfer through 
the thickness, dx, limited by the insulations properties. To find the time step the Fourier number is 
set equal to 0.45, to obey          . The Fourier number    
   
   
 where x is the thickness 
divided by the number of nodes,   is the thermal property of the material and t is the time. To find 
the time step:    
     
 
 (
  
   
). The chosen heat fluxes are chosen to display more data at smaller 
heat fluxes, 1 
  
  
 and 5 
  
  
, and the extremes 10 
  
  
 and 20 
  
  
. An emissivity of 0.3 is chosen to 
account for the steel cabinet casing. The heat transfer coefficients are 30 
  
  
 for the convective 
cooling at the front of the cabinet and 25 
  
  
 for the inside of the cabinet.  
End Conditions for Insulation effectiveness: 
The end conditions, used to define the effectiveness of the insulations, are concerned with the 
temperature after 30 minutes, weight and cost of the insulations chosen. The insulations that were 
analyzed are: extra high temperature rigid ceramic insulation; high temperature millboard 
insulation; and harsh-environment silica insulation all of which are rated for use over 1000°F 
(538°C) (see Table 1). 
Table 7: Insulation Materials and Properties 
Material Max Temp (K) K (W/m*K) Density (kg/m^3) Specific Heat (J/kg K) 
Ceramic 1324.816667 0.0493109 304.38 920 
Millboard 1022.038889 0.1426492 945.18 840 
Silica 1366.483333 0.1373659 160.2 800 
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The numerical solution for these equations is found by using a spreadsheet and applying the 
marching technique to a specified time, which was chosen to be 30 minutes (1800 seconds). The 
average time for a typical fire test is about 10 minutes, however a time of 30 minutes was chosen to 
encompass any longer tests being done. 
Weight requirement: 
The weight of the cabinet with all instrumentation and insulation is set to remain under 103kg 
(225lbs) to remain maneuverable by one person and lift-able by two people. The cabinet alone 
weighs 134lbs (61kg) and the instrumentation is 48lbs (22kg). This allows approximately 20lbs of 
insulation to be installed. 
           
             
    
    
   
 
Figure 27: Weight of Insulation per thickness. The red squares represent the densest insulation, the millboard 
insulation; the blue diamonds represent the ceramic insulation. The green triangles represent the silica 
insulation. 
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Weight 
SA 29.09375 ft^2 
     thickness 1.5 in 0.125 ft 
   
        Ceramic Millboard Silica MaximumWeight 
Thickness Weight Thickness Weight Thickness Weight Thickness Weight 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 19.6 
0.1875 10.71533 0.0625 11.09131 0.25 7.519531 1.5 19.6 
0.25 14.28711 0.125 22.18262 0.5 15.03906 
  0.375 21.43066 0.1875 33.27393 0.75 22.55859 
  0.5 28.57422 0.25 44.36523 1 30.07813 
  0.5625 32.146 0.3125 55.45654 1.25 37.59766 
  0.75 42.86133 0.375 66.54785 1.5 45.11719 
  0.9375 53.57666 0.4375 77.63916 
    1.125 64.29199 0.5 88.73047 
    1.25 71.43555 0.5625 99.82178 
    1.3125 75.00732 0.625 110.9131 
    1.5 85.72266 0.6875 122.0044 
    
  
0.75 133.0957 
    
  
0.8125 144.187 
    
  
0.875 155.2783 
    
  
0.9375 166.3696 
    
  
1 177.4609 
    
  
1.0625 188.5522 
    
  
1.125 199.6436 
    
  
1.1875 210.7349 
    
  
1.25 221.8262 
    
  
1.3125 232.9175 
    
  
1.375 244.0088 
    
  
1.4375 255.1001 
    
  
1.5 266.1914 
     
Table 8: Maximum Insulation Thickness due to the weight criteria of the cabinet 
The weight criteria, (see Table 8), suggests that the maximum allowable thickness to ensure that 
the cabinet is mobile is 0.25 inches for the ceramic insulation, 0.125 inches for the millboard 
insulation and 0.5 inches for the silica insulation. Using such thin insulation will not block nearly 
the same amount of heat transfer as the higher insulations. 
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Temperature Requirements 
The temperature of the backside of the insulation will rise as the long as the fire continues to grow. 
It is assumed that the heat insult consists of a constant heat flux. Once the heat energy is conducted 
through the insulation the temperature of the back face of the can be calculated to find the time at 
which it stays under 45°C(113°F). This temperature was the maximum temperature chosen 
because it is the temperature at which human skin feels pain (SFPE, 2002).The time temperature 
curves for each thickness, below, show the times at which the back face of the insulation reaches 
45°C (113°F) 
 
 
Figure 28: Protection time for when the back face of 1.5 inches of Ceramic, Millboard, or Silica Insulation will 
reach 45°C. 1.5inches is the thickest insulation studied and the insulation protects the inside of the cabinet for up 
to 5 kW/m^2. When the cabinet is experiencing 10kW/m^2 the ceramic insulation (red) while the millboard 
insulation gets to 45°C after 26.4minutes and the silica (green) reaches 45°C after 4.5minutes. 
The modeled insulation effectiveness is clearly seen as the heat fluxes become higher. Ceramic 
insulation that is 1.5inches (see Figure 28) thick protects the cabinet effectively in all fire 
environments, however when compared to the other insulations it is significantly better at 
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protecting the cabinet. The decrease in weight (see Figure 29) is over 150lbs for the millboard 
insulation, 60lbs for ceramic insulation and 30lbs for the silica insulation. 
 
 
Figure 29: Protection time for when the back face of 0.5 inches of Ceramic, Millboard, or Silica Insulation will 
reach 45°C(104°F). The insulation universally protects the cabinet when the heat flux is 1kW/m^2. When the 
heat flux is 5kW/m^2 ceramic insulation protects the cabinet until the end condition, but millboard protects the 
cabinet for 4.4min and the Silica protects the cabinet for 0.73 minutes. When the cabinet experiences 10kW/m^2 
the ceramic insulation (red) decreases to 2.94minutes, while the millboard insulation gets to 45°C after 
2.62minutes and the silica (green) reaches 45°C after 0.44minutes. When a fire of 20kW/m^2 is present the 
protection times continue to decrease, ceramic protecting the cabinet for 1.9min, millboard for 1.9 and silica for 
0.31min. 
Looking at Figure 28, Figure 29, and Figure 30 it is clear that the protection time is dependent upon 
the thickness and the heat flux calculation. A 66% decrease in the insulation initially has no effect, 
but when higher heat fluxes are tested the insulation fails to protect the cabinet for more than a few 
minutes. 
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Figure 30: Protection time for when the back face of 0.25 inches of Ceramic, Millboard, or Silica Insulation will 
reach 45°C (104°F). The insulation universally protects the cabinet when the heat flux is 1kW/m^2. When the 
heat flux is 5kW/m^2 ceramic insulation protects the cabinet for 1.2minutes, but millboard protects the cabinet 
for 0.38min and the Silica protects the cabinet for 0.2 minutes. When the cabinet experiences 10kW/m^2 the 
ceramic insulation (red) decreases to 0.66minutes, while the millboard insulation gets to 45°C after 0.23minutes 
and the silica (green) reaches 45°C after 0.12minutes. When a fire of 20kW/m^2 is present the protection times 
continue to decrease, the ceramic insulation is protecting the cabinet for 0.46minutes, millboard for 0.2minutes 
and silica for 0.1minutes. 
Using the minimum amount of insulation necessary to achieve a total cabinet weight of 103kg 
(225lbs), results in very little additional protection (see Figure 30). From experimental data 
received the incident heat flux was 2.5kW/m^2. None of the insulations analyzed are able to protect 
against the heat flux that would be realized in a testing environment. 
The weight requirements reduce the thickness of insulation used, but since 0.25 inches of insulation 
is inadequate a larger more powerful cooling system is the most cost effective and weight 
conscience way to increase the protection factor of the cabinet. If the weight requirement permitted 
the addition of 0.5 in of ceramic insulation a compromise between cost, weight and protection could 
be achieved. 
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Finite Difference Results 
Three different insulation thickness were tested, 1.5in (38mm), 0.5in (12.7m) and 0.25in (6.4mm). 
The thicker the insulation the longer the inside face of the insulation would stay below the limit of 
318.15K (45°C).  
Once the calculations are performed the nodal points can be graphed to make a temperature profile 
of the insulation (see Figure 31). The insulation acts to stop the flow of heat and therefor builds up 
heat on the surface this is why the surface can be almost 900K (626.85°C), while the back face is 
almost 400K (126.85°C)  
 
Figure 31: Temperature Profile 
Cost 
The cost of the insulations is an indicator of the effectiveness of the insulator. Ceramic is priced 
higher than the other insulations, but it performs the best. 
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Figure 32: The price of the insulation . The pricing of the insulation follows the analysis results, with ceramic 
being the most protective material analyzed. Millboard and Silica being subsequent insulations in both quality of 
protection and price. 
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Price vs  Thickness 
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Energy Analysis 
An energy analysis was completed to view the amount of energy at the back face of the cabinet over 
time. To find the energy entering the cabinet the equation below is used. Using the conductive heat 
transfer equation the energy that is conducted from the rear face of the insulation into the cabinet 
can be found. See Appendix H: Finite difference method data tables for more detailed charts. 
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Figure 33:Ceramic Insulation 0.5in 
 
Figure 34: Ceramic Insulation 0.25in 
 
Figure 35Millboard Insulation 0.125in 
 
Figure 36: Millboard Insulation 0.5in 
 
Figure 37:Silica insulation 0.25in 
 
Figure 38: Silica Insulation 0.5in 
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Conclusions 
In total the analysis was done with three insulations tested with 3 different thicknesses and four 
different heat fluxes. The range of tested insults gives a very good picture of the capabilities and 
limitations of the insulation. 
Thickness Insulation Weight Cost 
0.250 Ceramic 14.29  $     339.13  
0.500 Ceramic 28.57  $     678.26  
1.500 Ceramic 85.72  $  1,748.10  
0.125 Millboard 22.18  $     118.06  
0.500 Millboard 88.73  $     345.82  
1.500 Millboard 266.19  $  1,037.45  
0.250 Silica 7.52  $        45.20  
0.500 Silica 15.04  $        82.14  
1.500 Silica 45.12  $     246.43  
Table 9: Insulation options 
To choose an insulation there are several key factors including protection value, cost and weight. To 
decide the most appropriate insulation for the cabinet, first decide what the maximum heat flux 
necessary to protect against is. 
Following the boundary conditions the minimum thickness of insulation were determined (see 
Table 10). The minimum amount of insulation will ensure that the cabinet remains at 
approximately 103 kg (225 lbs), while providing a modicum of protection. 
 
Heatflux (kW/m^2) Insulation Material Thickness (in.) Time (min) Weight (lbs)  Cost (USD)  
1 Ceramic 0.250 30.00 14.29  $        339.13  
5 Ceramic 0.250 1.18 14.29  $        339.13  
10 Ceramic 0.250 0.66 14.29  $        339.13  
20 Ceramic 0.250 0.46 14.29  $        339.13  
1 Millboard 0.125 30.00 22.18  $        118.06  
5 Millboard 0.125 0.38 22.18  $        118.06  
10 Millboard 0.125 0.23 22.18  $        118.06  
20 Millboard 0.125 0.16 22.18  $        118.06  
1 Silica 0.250 30.00 7.52  $          45.20  
5 Silica 0.250 0.20 7.52  $          45.20  
10 Silica 
0. 
 0.12 7.52  $          45.20  
20 Silica 0.250 0.09 7.52  $          45.20  
Table 10: Minimum insulation values and  
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Appendix H:  Finite difference method data tables 
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Finite Difference Results 
Results Tables: 
 
Q=1kw/m^2; max Insulation; no Weight restriction; no cost restriction 
 
   
Price/1.5" TotalCost Weight (lbs) Time (min) Thickness 
  
Ceramic 308.25 1748.095336 85.72265625 30 1.5 
  
Millboard 303.6 1037.449704 266.1914063 30 1.5 
  
Silica 99 246.4331897 45.1171875 30 1.5 
Q=5kw/m^2; max Insulation; no Weight restriction; no cost restriction 
 
   
Price/1.5" TotalCost Weight (lbs) Time (min) Thickness 
  
Ceramic 308.25 1748.095336 85.72265625 30 1.5 
  
Millboard 303.6 1037.449704 266.1914063 30 1.5 
  
Silica 99 246.4331897 45.1171875 30 1.5 
Q=10kw/m^2; max Insulation; no Weight restriction; no cost restriction 
 
   
Price/1.5" TotalCost Weight (lbs) Time (min) Thickness 
  
Ceramic 308.25 1748.095336 85.72265625 30 1.5 
  
Millboard 303.6 1037.449704 266.1914063 26.3706372 1.5 
  
Silica 99 246.4331897 45.1171875 4.48087216 1.5 
Q=20kw/m^2; max Insulation; no Weight restriction; no cost restriction 
 
   
Price/1.5" TotalCost Weight (lbs) Time (min) Thickness 
  
Ceramic 308.25 1748.095336 85.72265625 26.4654424 1.5 
  
Millboard 303.6 1037.449704 266.1914063 16.5717119 1.5 
  
Silica 99 246.4331897 45.1171875 2.78997701 1.5 
Q=1kw/m^2; 0.5in; no Weight restriction; no cost restriction 
  
   
Price/0.5" TotalCost Weight (lbs) Time (min) Thickness 
  
Ceramic 119.6 678.2553191 28.57421875 30 0.5 
  
Millboard 101.2 345.816568 88.73046875 30 0.5 
  
Silica 33 82.14439655 15.0390625 30 0.5 
Q=5kw/m^2; Thickness=0.5in; no Weight restriction; no cost restriction 
 
   
Price/0.5" TotalCost Weight (lbs) Time (min) Thickness 
  
Ceramic 119.6 678.2553191 28.57421875 30 0.5 
  
Millboard 101.2 345.816568 88.73046875 4.36308357 0.5 
  
Silica 33 82.14439655 15.0390625 0.73272123 0.5 
Q=10kw/m^2; Thickness=0.5in; no Weight restriction; no cost restriction 
 
   
Price/0.5" TotalCost Weight (lbs) Time (min) Thickness 
  
Ceramic 119.6 678.2553191 28.57421875 2.94060471 0.5 
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Millboard 101.2 345.816568 88.73046875 2.61785014 0.5 
  
Silica 33 82.14439655 15.0390625 0.43748557 0.5 
Q=20kw/m^2; Thickness=0.5in; no Weight restriction; no cost restriction 
 
   
Price/0.5" TotalCost Weight (lbs) Time (min) Thickness 
  
Ceramic 119.6 678.2553191 28.57421875 1.87055133 0.5 
  
Millboard 101.2 345.816568 88.73046875 1.85731264 0.5 
  
Silica 33 82.14439655 15.0390625 0.31268141 0.5 
Q=1kw/m^2; Minimum; no Weight restriction; no cost restriction 
  
   
Price/1.5" TotalCost Weight (lbs) Time (min) Thickness 
  
Ceramic 59.8 339.1276596 14.28710938 30 0.25 
  
Millboard 34.55 118.0628698 22.18261719 30 0.125 
  
Silica 18.16 45.20431034 7.51953125 30 0.25 
Q=5kw/m^2; Minimum; no Weight restriction; no cost restriction 
  
   
Price/1.5" TotalCost Weight (lbs) Time (min) Thickness 
  
Ceramic 59.8 339.1276596 14.28710938 1.17624188 0.25 
  
Millboard 34.55 118.0628698 22.18261719 0.38427158 0.125 
  
Silica 18.16 45.20431034 7.51953125 0.19827759 0.25 
Q=10kw/m^2; Minimum; no Weight restriction; no cost restriction 
  
   
Price/1.5" TotalCost Weight (lbs) Time (min) Thickness 
  
Ceramic 59.8 339.1276596 14.28710938 0.6555098 0.25 
  
Millboard 34.55 118.0628698 22.18261719 0.23416549 0.125 
  
Silica 18.16 45.20431034 7.51953125 0.12346219 0.25 
Q=20kw/m^2; Minimum; no Weight restriction; no cost restriction 
  
   
Price/1.5" TotalCost Weight (lbs) Time (min) Thickness 
  
Ceramic 59.8 339.1276596 14.28710938 0.4574274 0.25 
  
Millboard 34.55 118.0628698 22.18261719 0.16211457 0.125 
  
Silica 18.16 45.20431034 7.51953125 0.08789971 0.25 
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Results by heatflux: 
Heatflux (kW/m^2) Insulation Material Thickness (in.) Time (min) Weight (lbs)  Cost (USD)  
1 Millboard 0.125 30.00 22.18261719  $             118.06  
1 Ceramic 0.25 30.00 14.28710938  $             339.13  
1 Silica 0.25 30.00 7.51953125  $                45.20  
1 Ceramic 0.5 30.00 28.57421875  $             678.26  
1 Millboard 0.5 30.00 88.73046875  $             345.82  
1 Silica 0.5 30.00 15.0390625  $                82.14  
1 Ceramic 1.5 30.00 85.72265625  $          1,748.10  
1 Millboard 1.5 30.00 266.1914063  $          1,037.45  
1 Silica 1.5 30.00 45.1171875  $             246.43  
5 Millboard 0.125 0.38 22.18261719  $             118.06  
5 Ceramic 0.25 1.18 14.28710938  $             339.13  
5 Silica 0.25 0.20 7.51953125  $                45.20  
5 Ceramic 0.5 30.00 28.57421875  $             678.26  
5 Millboard 0.5 4.36 88.73046875  $             345.82  
5 Silica 0.5 0.73 15.0390625  $                82.14  
5 Ceramic 1.5 30.00 85.72265625  $          1,748.10  
5 Millboard 1.5 30.00 266.1914063  $          1,037.45  
5 Silica 1.5 30.00 45.1171875  $             246.43  
10 Millboard 0.125 0.23 22.18261719  $             118.06  
10 Ceramic 0.25 0.66 14.28710938  $             339.13  
10 Silica 0.25 0.12 7.51953125  $                45.20  
10 Ceramic 0.5 2.94 28.57421875  $             678.26  
10 Millboard 0.5 2.62 88.73046875  $             345.82  
10 Silica 0.5 0.44 15.0390625  $                82.14  
10 Ceramic 1.5 30.00 85.72265625  $          1,748.10  
10 Millboard 1.5 26.37 266.1914063  $          1,037.45  
10 Silica 1.5 4.48 45.1171875  $             246.43  
20 Millboard 0.125 0.16 22.18261719  $             118.06  
20 Ceramic 0.25 0.46 14.28710938  $             339.13  
20 Silica 0.25 0.09 7.51953125  $                45.20  
20 Ceramic 0.5 1.87 28.57421875  $             678.26  
20 Millboard 0.5 1.86 88.73046875  $             345.82  
20 Silica 0.5 0.31 15.0390625  $                82.14  
20 Ceramic 1.5 26.47 85.72265625  $          1,748.10  
20 Millboard 1.5 16.57 266.1914063  $          1,037.45  
20 Silica 1.5 2.79 45.1171875  $             246.43  
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Figure 39: Weight of the Insulation for the thicknesses tested 
 
 
Figure 40: Insulation Protection with heat flux equal to 20 kw/m2 
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Figure 41: Cost of the insulation per thickness: 
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Protection Time for insulation: 
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Protection Time for each thickness of insulation 
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Energy Analysis: 
Energy through Insulation for Ceramic Insulation 
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Energy into Millboard Insulation 
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Energy into Silica Insulation 
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Silica 1.50 in 
h 25 W/m^2*K 
 Li 1.5 in 0.0381 meters 
T_0 297 K 
  T_inf 297 K 
  time 1800 sec 2483.891 
 heat 
flux 1000 W/m^2 
  N 30 
   q_tot 30 W/m^2*K 
 
     Alpha 1.1E-06 m^2/s 
  Biot 6.93403 
   Fourier 0.45 
   dx 0.00131 
   dt 0.72467 0.805188 
   
 
 
     
Silica 0.5 in 
h 25 W/m^2*K 
 Li 0.5 in 0.0127 meters 
T_0 297 K 
  T_inf 297 K 
  time 1800 sec 22355.02 
 heat 
flux 1000 W/m^2 
  N 30 
   q_tot 30 W/m^2*K 
 
     Alpha 1.1E-06 m^2/s 
  Biot 2.31134 
   Fourier 0.45 
   dx 0.00044 
   dt 0.08052 0.089465 
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Silica 0.25 in 
h 25 W/m^2*K 
 Li 0.25 in 0.00635 meters 
T_0 297 K 
  T_inf 297 K 
  time 1800 sec 89420.09 
 heat 
flux 1000 W/m^2 
  N 30 
   q_tot 30 W/m^2*K 
 
     Alpha 1.1E-06 m^2/s 
  Biot 1.15567 
   Fourier 0.45 
   dx 0.00022 
   dt 0.02013 0.022366 
  
      
 
 
Millboard 1.50 in 
h 25 W/m^2*K 
 Li 1.5 in 0.0381 meters 
T_0 297 K 
  T_inf 297 K 
  time 1800 sec 416.3722 
 heat 
flux 1000 W/m^2 
  N 30 
   h_tot 30 W/m^2*K 
 
     Alpha 1.8E-07 m^2/s 
  Biot 6.67722 
   Fourier 0.45 
   dx 0.00131 
   dt 4.32306 4.803395 
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Millboard 0.5 in 
h 25 W/m^2*K 
 Li 0.5 in 0.0127 meters 
T_0 297 K 
  T_inf 297 K 
  time 1800 sec 3747.35 
 heat 
flux 1000 W/m^2 
  N 30 
   h_tot 30 W/m^2*K 
 
     Alpha 1.8E-07 m^2/s 
  Biot 2.22574 
   Fourier 0.45 
   dx 0.00044 
   dt 0.48034 0.533711 
   
 
 
     
     
Millboard 0.125 in 
h 25 W/m^2*K 
 Li 0.125 in 0.003175 meters 
T_0 297 K 
  T_inf 297 K 
  time 1800 sec 59957.6 
 heat 
flux 1000 W/m^2 
  N 30 
   h_tot 30 W/m^2*K 
 
     Alpha 1.8E-07 m^2/s 
  Biot 0.55643 
   Fourier 0.45 
   dx 0.00011 
   dt 0.03002 0.033357 
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Ceramic 1.50 in 
h 25 W/m^2*K 
 Li 1.5 in 0.0381 meters 
T_0 297 K 
  T_inf 297 K 
  time 1800 sec 408.0793 
 heat 
flux 1000 W/m^2 
  N 30 
   h_tot 30 W/m^2*K 
 
     Alpha 1.8E-07 m^2/s 
  Biot 19.3162 
   Fourier 0.45 
   dx 0.00131 
   dt 4.41091 4.901008 
   
 
 
 
     
     
Ceramic 0.5 in 
h 25 W/m^2*K 
 Li 0.5 in 0.0127 meters 
T_0 297 K 
  T_inf 297 K 
  time 1800 sec 3672.714 
 heat 
flux 1000 W/m^2 
  N 30 
   h_tot 30 W/m^2*K 
 
     Alpha 1.8E-07 m^2/s 
  Biot 6.43875 
   Fourier 0.45 
   dx 0.00044 
   dt 0.4901 0.544556 
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Ceramic 0.25 inches 
h 25 W/m^2*K 
 Li 0.25 in 0.00635 meters 
T_0 297 K 
  T_inf 297 K 
  time 1800 sec 14690.86 
 heat 
flux 1000 W/m^2 
  N 30 
   h_tot 30 W/m^2*K 
 
     Alpha 1.8E-07 m^2/s 
  Biot 3.21937 
   Fourier 0.45 
   dx 0.00022 
   dt 0.12253 0.136139 
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Appendix I:  Hood detailed design 
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Hood 
The hood is the first part of the system that interacts with any part of the fire. It is designed to 
collect all of the fire products. The hood must be large enough that none of the fire products will 
escape, but small enough to prevent excessive entrainment. 
Several challenges presented themselves in the design of the hood including the: 
 mobility 
 size 
 construction materials 
 modular or fixed (ability to be disassembled) 
 number of hoods 
Ultimately the decision to have two hoods was a result of the vast differences in the capabilities of 
each building. Building 3 features open testing that has large ceilings and more space for the hood 
to be placed. 
Design Calculations: 
To find the correct size of the hood it is important to analyze the properties of the fire to verify the 
design. Using the design criteria of a 1-3MW fire we can determine the entrainment rate. 
The calculation is mainly based on the book of “An introduction to fire dynamics (second edition)” 
by WILEY publishing and the SFPE Handbook. 
In Section4.3.1 of “An introduction to fire dynamics”, it tells about the buoyant plume, which fits the 
purpose of my calculation. The mathematical model of the simple buoyant plume is based on a 
point source by Heskestad, 
  
 
            
 ̇ 
   
 
 
Where z0 is the height of the virtual origin point from the fire source, ̇   is the heat release rate of 
the fire and D is the diameter of the fire on ground.z0=0.96m. 
In the book, the parameter  
   
  
 , which is a qualitatively judgment of the fire plume. If 
   
  
  , the 
plume is considered to be weak. Otherwise, it is strong.      is the temperature excess over ambient 
on the axis at height z and    is the ambient air temperature. Beyler recommends the following 
expression for the centerline temperature rise at height z:  
      
 ̇ 
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In the supposed fire test, ̇ =1000kW, z ranges from 3.4m to 4m, and    is 300K. The calculation 
shows that  
   
  
 ranges from 1.1 to 1.8, i.e. it is proper to assume the plume is a strong one. Thus, we 
use the following equation to calculate the mass flow rate by Heskestad: 
 ̇     (
   
 
    
)
 
 
 ̇ 
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Where E=0.196 and G=2.9,   is the density of ambient air. 
The flame height above the fuel surface l can be calculated with the following equation, 
       ̇ 
   
       
Which is very satisfactory in the range 7<
 ̇ 
 
 
 
<700 kW2/5/m. The test area is supposed to be 1ft×1ft 
square. The equivalent diameter is 0.344m. So 
 ̇ 
   
 
 46, so we can get l from the above equation. 
l=3.29m. 
The mass flow rate under the flame tip is proportional to z. 
Building 3 
The design of the hood was assisted by ASTM E2067, which is the standard practice for full-scale 
oxygen consumption calorimetry fire tests. The size of the hood needed for a medium scale test 
offers an opening area of 8 feet x 8 feet (2.4 m x 2.4 m) and depth of 3.3 feet (1m). Depending on the 
scenario there is a removable skirt on the hood (3.3 feet (1m)) to contain any additional fire 
products if necessary. 
Materials 
The materials used for the construction of the hood are required to be both chemically and heat 
resistant to avoid damage from the fire and lightweight to improve maneuverability. Using an 
aluminum exoskeleton and low gauge galvanized steel sheets allows for a low weight and strong 
construction. 
Plenum 
The hood attaches to the duct work by means of a plenum. This component is essential for the 
design because it connects the hood to the duct. The plenum is essential a 3 ft x 3ft x 3ft (1m x 1m x 
1m) cube with an opening into the hood and an opening that goes to the duct.  
To increase the maneuverability and the mobility of the hood this part is essential for small scale 
adjustments. The ducting will be coming from different heights and angles depending on the 
location of the hood; therefore a ball joint like manufactured by Norfab (Norfab, 2012) is necessary 
to ensure that the duct can attach to the plenum even if it is off of center. The other option is to 
manufacture something in house. 
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Hood Mobility 
The mobility of the hood in building 3 is imperative to me able to use it in test areas C and E 
unfortunately the size, and weight of the hood limits its mobility. The hood has to be at least 10 feet 
(3m) off the ground to simulate the height of a typical room. The clearest solution is to put the hood 
on wheels.  
Pallet racks are able to manage heavy loads and they are adjustable to different heights. The 
approximate weight of the hood is 350.0lbs (160.0kg) plus the weight of the duct (650lbs (300kg)) 
(TAMBE, 2012) requires the extra heavy duty storage racks (McMaster-Carr (5217T14), 2012) and 
the Brute Casters (McMaster (2293T32), 2012). These products have been selected not only 
because of the weight requirements, but also their properties to resist structural damage from the 
fire; however it is recommended that a vermiculite fiberglass blanket is used to protect the 
structure. 
 
 
Figure 42: Rack system to support hood over a fire source. The hood is orange and the duct is green. 
 
Building 2A: 
The design of the hood for building 2A differed slightly from the design of the hood for building 3 
because of the space limitation for the hood. Test area A is designed to complete residential 
compartment fires, thus the roof is too low to handle a hood or duct system large enough to collect 
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all of the fire products. Placing the hood outside the person door allows for the hood to have enough 
height to collect the volume of fire products being released. 
The width available for the hood in building 2A only allows for a hood width of 5.25 feet (1.6m). 
While the rest of the design parameters have no size limitations the person door will be 36 inches 
(0.9m) and the hood is maximized for volume. The final design selected a hood volume of 42 ft3 (1.2 
m3). This design keeps the hood large enough to collect the fire products while keeping the weight 
down. 
The design constraints require that the hood is rectangular whereas most hoods are square or 
round to retain symmetry. 
Materials 
The hood will be made in house out of the same galvanized steel and extruded aluminum support 
material as the hood in building 3. The weight is approximately 650 lbs (300kg), which will not be 
as much of an issue to support because the hood can be attached to the compartment and the 
building wall. 
Plenum 
The plenum for hood in test area A does not need to be maneuverable.  
Mobility 
The hood does not necessarily need to be moved within building 2A, however the hood structure 
can be disassembled for storage when not in use. To ensure easy assembly and dissasembly 
extruded aluminum will be cut in to the desired dimensions for the hood (listed above) with the 
steel sheet being bolted to those. The construction of the hood will cause gaps in steel sheets that 
must be patched with steel or aluminum tape to ensure a smooth surface for the smoke to travel 
over. 
Weight  
To calculate the weight of the hood we may first define the area of the material needed.  
The existing plenum has dimensions 3ft by 3ft by 3ft with one side missing from the bottom and a 
circle with a radius of 2ft missing from one of the plates. Inside the plenum there are also 2 plates 
that scramble flow that are 0.5m by 3ft.  
                          
            
 
          
To find the area of the hood, we must first find the height of each of the plates. 
√                        
To find the area of the trapezoidal shapes: 
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And assuming all of these have a thickness of 2mm: 
                                    
And assuming a density of Steel  of  7900kg/m^3 
             
  
  
          
Supporting the entire hood with an extruded aluminum skeleton would add: 
                                   
Which comes just short of 87 feet of skeleton.  
And assuming the cross section of the extruded aluminum is 0.8 square inches for the 1.5” x 1.5” 
extrusions. And with the density of Aluminum as  
  
  
             
 
   
   
   
           
  
   
               
Converting that to SI we have 443.6kg. 
All in total we have 654kg (1442lbs) for the structural members. 
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Duct  
The duct is the next significant portion of the fire products collector. The theoretical fire products 
collector requires that the fluid flow at the probes section be fully mixed which theoretically 
happens at an infinite length of duct. ASTM suggests in their design process that typically the 
measurement of length over diameter of duct is used as a metric with values ranging from 8 to 20 
duct diameters (ASTM, 2008). 
Mobility: 
The duct work is 40 feet (12m) long and 24 inches (610mm) wide and weights about 15lbs (6.8kg) 
for every foot, therefore the duct work is considered stationary. Using sections of duct to move 
around would take more time then would be convenient. 
Materials 
The materials used in the duct have the same requirements of non-reactivity and heat resistance as 
the hood has. In addition, at the probes the fire products should be fully mixed and turbulent to 
ensure the necessary randomness required for comparable data. 
Design Calculations 
To determine the turbulence at a certain length the Reynolds number is used, which is a 
relationship between the inertial forces and the viscous forces on the fluid. To determine the 
Reynolds number at a certain diameter of duct use: 
   
   
 
 
, where  =the kinematic viscosity,  =the hydraulic diameter and  =the velocity (NASA, 2009). 
When the Reynolds number is calculated to be greater than 4000 the flow is considered turbulent 
(Engineering Toolbox, 2012). To find the entrance length that a turbulent flow corresponds to the 
following equation can be used (Engineering Toolbox, 2012): 
                   
 
 ⁄  
Using this equation and the Reynolds number for turbulent flow the entrance length number 
(
              
           
) can be found. In turn the entrance length is the entrance length number times the 
diameter of the duct or: 
                         
An important variable in determining the flow characteristics is the velocity found by using the 
equation (ASTM, 2008): 
 ̇       
   
     
√
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This equation is used to find the results of the flow rate after the from the tests however the initial 
flow can be determined using standard values. 
Building 3 
Size 
The diameter of the duct designed is 24 inches (610mm) and the length of the duct is 40 feet (12m). 
This size duct is considered to be large enough to manage a 3 MW fire, but calculations are based on 
the velocity of the flow, which intern depends on the fire and the blower used. 
The weight should be minimized to increase the mobility of the system.  
Placement 
The duct will be place on the ceiling of building 3, however the ceiling is X feet (x m) high. To get the 
duct down to the level of the hood a clevis hanger designed to pivot 15⁰ is capable of lowering the 
duct about 10feet (3m) (Erico (179436), 2012). The other option is to design a clevis at Tyco.  
An in house clevis or similar would improve the cost of such a device and functionality could be 
added to the device. Drawing from the design of the clevis , two screws can be placed in the sides of 
the ducting at each end and attached to the ceiling with hooks to allow maneuverability.  
Connections 
The connection to the plenum is facilitated by the ball joint attached to the plenum. This allows for 
20⁰ of freedom increasing the successful attachment of the duct to the hood. All connections should 
be airtight and gaskets and other means of sealing may need to be used to insure that there is as 
little leakage as possible. 
The end of the duct farthest from the fire will be connected to the probe duct section then the fire 
products are exhausted to the room. Building 3 contains the WESP which will filter the fire products 
from the room. Additionally the testing period is typically not long enough to see remixing from the 
room meaning that even though the fire products are exhausted to the room the time and distance 
they are from the fire and the hood prevents any mixing. 
Building 2A 
Length 
The length of the duct in building 2A is the same as in building 3. The diameter of the duct is 24 
inches (610mm) and the length of the duct is 40 feet (12m). This size duct is considered to be large 
enough to manage a 3 MW fire, but calculations are based on the velocity of the flow, which intern 
depends on the fire and the blower used. 
Placement 
Building 2A is built to test compartment fires and it has a roof that acts as the compartment roof. 
Figure 43 shows one part of the roof that was identified as a advantageous location for the ducting. 
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Figure 43: Top of compartment in building 2A 
Connections 
The duct connects to the plenum on one end and the instrumentation duct section on the other. 
These connections need to be airtight so that all of the fire products arrive at the probe section, 
otherwise there will be erroneous data. The Quick-Release Duct Hose Clamps allow the duct section 
to come together and have an airtight connection (McMaster (53185K61), 2012). The quick release 
function also allows the clamp to be reused when using the duct in building 3 or building 2A. 
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FPC Data Collection 
All of the probes and sensor are housed in the sensor duct section. All of the gas analyzer and the 
data acquisition system reside in the cabinet. The data is all filtered into the data acquisition device 
to be analyzed by computers after the completion of the test (see Figure 44). 
 
 
Figure 44: Flowchart showing the sensor and probe data gathered 
Sensor Duct Section 
The sensor duct section gathers all of the information necessary from the combustion gases. As 
seen in Figure 45 the probe section is approximately 4feet (1.2m) long and houses the pressure 
transducer, thermocouples, gas sampling port, the helium-neon laser and the blower. To increase 
cost effectiveness and decrease the possible variables caused by different probes and sensor the 
same duct is used in each building. 
Mobility 
The Probe section is designed to be fully mobile and recommended to be used in each building. It 
will be approximately 4 feet (1.2m) long and the same 24 inches (610mm) in diameter as the other 
ducting(see Figure 45).  
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Figure 45: Probe section diagram 
Transducers 
Bidirectional Probe 
The bidirectional probe was designed by McCaffrey and Heskestad to negate the problem of soot 
clogging their pitot tubes (McCaffrey & Heskestad, 1976). The pressure in the section is used to 
determine the mass flow rate and using the temperature data. 
The pressure transducer needs to be the first item in the probe sensor duct because it is critical to 
get accurate pressure data. The rest of the transducers, sensor and sample lines are not affected as 
much by disturbance in the flow profile (ASTM E2067, 2008). 
Helium-Neon Laser 
The helium neon laser is measure the smoke obscuration of the fire products. The smoke 
obscuration is defined as the reduction of light transmission by smoke, as measured by light 
attenuation (ASTM E2067, 2008). Using the appendix of ASTM E2067 there is a method of taking 
the light obscuration data from the laser and finding the total smoke released by the fire. (ASTM 
E2067, 2008). The standards have very clear advice on how to set up the laser device (see ) 
 
Figure 46: Laser Smoke Measurement System 
Helium-neon lasers are manufactured by Thorlabs, who offers multiple power and mounting 
configurations (Thorlabs, 2012).The specific laser chosen is a red helium-neon laser that operates 
at a central wavelength of 632.8 nm and has an output power of 2.0mW (see Figure 47) 
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Figure 47: Laser from Thorlabs 
 
Thermocouple 
ASTM E2067 recommends that Chromel-Alumel type K thermocouples, with a wire diameter of 
24AWG (0.51mm). The Chromel-Alumel type K thermocouples are capable of measuring 
continuous temperatures of 2012⁰F (1100⁰C). To ensure accurate point temperatures the 
thermocouples should be insulated.  
Omega engineering is a manufacturing and distribution company with vast experience with probes 
and sensors. The k type thermocouples are identified by a brown outer insulation and the positive 
node as a yellow wire and the negative node as a red wire (see Figure 48) (Omega Engineering, 
2012). 
 
Figure 48: Type K thermocouple (yellow(+) red(-)) 
There needs to be a thermocouple at the pressure transducer and near the neon laser (see Figure 
45 Above). The location of the thermocouples is significant because the equations used to find the 
mass flow rate and the smoke obscuration value, both need temperature data.  
Sampling  
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Mechanical Systems 
Gas Sampling Probe 
The gas sampling probe is used to collect the combustion gases in the duct. These sensors are made 
and designed by the United Sensor Corp who make the probes able to withstand temperatures of 
2000⁰F (1100⁰C) (United Sensor, 2012). To find statistically relevant data the probe is design to be 
installed at the centerline of the duct. From ASTM E2067 the probe should be made from 
polytetrafluoroethylene or stainless steel. To ensure effective operation of the device it must be 
checked every test to ensure that nothing has blocked the sampling hole. 
Blower 
The blower is used to assist the gases and fire products up through the hood and the duct. The 
gases of a fire already have enough buoyancy to travel to the hood, but the fan increases 
consistency and to aid in the evacuation of the duct. 
Motors follow the National Electrical Manufacturers Association (NEMA) standards. There are 
many different classifications of motors including drip-proof, Totally enclosed air over (TEAO), 
totally enclosed non-ventilated (TENV), totally enclosed fan cooled (TEFC) or totally enclosed, 
hostile and severe environment (Engineering Toolbox, 2012). 
The blower needed is approximately a 6500CFM blower that attaches to 24 inch diameter duct. 
Because of the size and protection from high temperatures and particulates in the air it is McMaster 
has several including a high output direct drive duct fan and a belt drive duct fan (McMaster 
(1927K36), 2012). However this fan is very expensive and an alternative could be made in house 
for cheaper and with better compatibility with system requirements. 
Instruments 
Gas Analyzer 
The gas analyzer is the device which gives the percent of the gases that are collected through the 
gas sampling probe. The collection and analysis of the gasses is the main purpose for building a fire 
products collector is to use this gas analysis method to find the heat release rate. 
The sequence of the gas train as determined by ASTM E2067 is: 
1. Sampling Probe 
2. Soot Filter 
3. Cold Trap 
4. Gas Path Pump 
5. Vent Valve 
6. Plastic Trying Column 
7. Carbon Dioxide Removal Column 
8. Flow Controler 
9. Gas Analyzer 
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Gas Analyzer Filters 
The moisture is filtered mostly by a cold trap which requires a cooling unit to function. Any 
moisture that makes it through the cold trap is filtered by a cylinder filled with a dessicate. To assist 
the flow of the combustion gases into the analysis system, a gas pump is also necessary. Finally, the 
sometimes present acids are filtered by a cylinder filled with another substance. 
Future Expansion 
After consultation with an advisor it was made clear that future expansion of this device was a 
concern. This kind of expansion could include more gas analyzers, a hydrocarbon analyzer and 
possibly an infrared sensor for further analysis. As a reference for the possibility of this machine, a 
Fire Propagation Apparatus (FPA) was observed. An FPA has a hydrocarbon analyzer, as well as all 
of the instruments mentioned in the previous paragraph. It was deemed prudent to include this 
instrument as a necessity for further expansion. 
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Cabinet Design 
Cabinet Mobility 
The next problem was the mobility. The entire challenge of this project was to make this entire 
system mobile and flexible to situations where fire testing is required. Mobility could be achieved in 
a number of ways but the method must be practical. 
  
Figure 49: Examples of protected connectors for an attachment of the cone calorimeter 
Cabinet Materials 
Many materials were evaluated for constructing the cabinet, amongst which were plastics and 
metals. For the application in mind the materials are considered for a worst case scenario where a 
sprinkler being activated would cause heavy mixing within the smoke layer of a room and cause the 
smoke layer to engulf the cabinet. For a scenario like this, regardless of their ability to insulate, 
many plastics would be unreliable. Most metals used in fabrication of structural members, pipes 
and fasteners have a relatively high melting point. For dealing with thermal insults from a fire, this 
would be ideal. However, some metals are very good conductors of heat and electricity alike. This 
requires consideration as an outer case that conducts a lot of heat will not deter heat well and can 
radiate to the instruments.  
The materials from which the cabinet would be built from required much deliberation. The 
materials for the shell and supporting structure were selected based on what the cabinet needed to 
endure from the environment of a fire test. As previously iterated, the cabinet will have to endure 
the presence of smoke, water and heat to some degree. Something that cannot be understated is the 
importance of a solution that is practical to the requirements of the solution, but also cost-effective. 
Insults 
Effects of Smoke Toxicity 
The presence of smoke can mean a combination of different chemicals is interacting with the 
cabinet. Depending of the fire reactants and the burning characteristics of the fire hazard chemicals 
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like CO and HCN can be present. Irritants such as acrolein (CH2=CH-CHO), from wood, and 
hydrochloric acid (HCl), from polyvinyl chloride, can also be encountered (Drysdale, 2011). To 
survive agents of corrosion for any prolonged period of time the cabinet shell material would have 
to be chemically inert.  
Effects of Soot 
Soot will cause mechanical components to fail as, like dust, it embeds itself in fans and other moving 
and electrical components and causes inefficiency, friction or insufficient contact over time. With 
these considerations in mind, it was determined it would be prudent to make the electrical 
connections outside of the box protected or airtight. 
Effects of water 
With water present in the environment, the cabinet must be waterproof. The need, for a dry 
environment inside the cabinet, indicates that the cabinet cannot be made of a material that is 
porous or absorbent. If water is exposed to any of the electrical components, they will short circuit 
and become irreparable. 
In the fire environment the heat of the fire causes water in the vicinity to evaporate, increasing the 
humidity to levels that the gas analyzers are not capable of operating at. This is a greater concern 
because condensed liquid in the cabinet may collect in harmless levels at low temperatures, but 
when exposed to the heat of the fire the box heats up and evaporates the air, causing a source of 
error in the gas analysis. This could be monitored remotely during a test with a wireless weather 
station or similar product (Amazon, 2012). 
Effects of heat 
With consideration to heat, the materials selected need a high heat tolerance. The cabinet is not 
intended to continuously endure a flame hitting it, but it will be able to withstand a typical fire from 
a reasonable distance away. Another concern about the level of heat present was how well a 
material would dissipate or heat. Materials with very high conductivity should be avoided. 
Heat, as with any kind of component, may cause certain materials to react with their surroundings 
in an unintended fashion, or cause materials to fail mechanically.  
Materials 
Copper & Aluminum 
Metals that were chosen as heat conducting metals were Copper and Aluminum. Aluminum is a less 
conductive metal but it is less expensive than Copper, however when the application requires some 
ductility, like the case of tubing or wire, copper is incredibly convenient. 
Wood 
With the previous paragraphs in mind, a couple of materials were ruled out as candidates. Wood is 
an organic material and could get attacked by mold as well as being somewhat absorbent. Plastics 
are typically not made to withstand fire, which also becomes a concern even when the possibility of 
direct contact is minor. This still leaves the possibility of a metal case. 
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Steel 
For a box that is meant to dissipate heat, away from the instruments, a very conductive metal would 
be ideal. After some deliberation the metal that was chosen as a heat deterrent metal, was 
304Stainless steel. Stainless steel is a broad term used for alloys of steel that have some significant 
presence of Chromium to protect it from corrosion. Chromium has the ability to passivate, or create 
a thin layer of oxidized metal that remains at its surface protecting it from further oxidation. This 
property is ideal for shielding something from hydrochloric acid (HCl), which is sometimes present 
as a product when burning plastics.  
The chosen material was galvanized steel. Galvanized steel, low manganese steels in general, have a 
low thermal conductivity compared to metals such as copper or gold. Along with being much 
cheaper than gold galvanized steel is also considerably cheaper than other more specialized steels 
such as stainless steel. Lastly galvanized steel is very available commercially and thus may be 
obtained from a variety of vendors. 
Case Design 
With consideration to the supporting structure of the cabinet the main concern was the structure’s 
strength. The cabinet was built out of a modular industrial erector set as done with many other 
things in Tyco’s Cranston site.  
Design a.: Sealed Case Cabinet 
The idea of a sealed case was probably one of the most important the team had. A major part of the 
threat within the fire tests at the Cranston facility was the soot content of the smoke. As with any 
kind of small particles in the air, soot poses an ever growing threat to any kind of machinery, 
electrical or mechanical. Soot deposits itself in areas between moving components or in connectors 
of electrical components. As a result extra friction or lack of contact, lead to undesired operation or 
accelerated failure, both should be avoided. 
Design b.: Double Layer Cabinet 
One of the simpler ideas of the design team was to have a box within a box. The outer box would 
serve to protect the instrumentation from thermal radiation, thermal convection and soot. 
Meanwhile the inner layer would serve as a heat sink for the components that might produce heat 
within the machine. The space between the two cases would serve as a “third layer” considering the 
insulating properties of air in small spaces. 
Cake Dome 
The design incorporated an outside case that would not be attached, but just placed over another 
case. The outer case would be a shield from corrosion and attacks from the environment, be they 
chemical, thermal or water. The inner case would be a sealed case with water lines running over its 
surface to dissipate heat emitted by the outside case, and heat created by the components inside the 
inner case.  
The outer case, and the air between it and the inner case, would serve as a protective layer of 
insulation but more importantly it would serve as a defense in the case of the sealing mechanism of 
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the inner case failing. As the outer case would be the one exposed to the environment the material 
it would be made of would have to be heat resistant, somewhat insulating and corrosion resistant. 
As previously mentioned, 304 Stainless steel would be the perfect candidate due to its cost, 
availability and ability to perform in all of those categories. 
The inner case would have to be built also to be somewhat resistant to heat corrosion and water 
but with a different philosophy in mind. Since the components inside of the case would produce 
some heat of themselves, the case around them would need to be able to soak in heat relatively 
quickly to dissipate it. This could be done by constructing the box of a conductive metal. A suitable 
option for this was Aluminum due to its resistance to corrosion and heat conduction capacity. To 
dissipate heat away from the system, the idea of running water lines made of copper around the 
inner box, like the cooling plates of the cone calorimeter, seemed very attractive. This would 
provide a way to dissipate heat from the air between the two cases and the heat from the inside 
case. If the idea of running the sample gas lines along the copper lines were to be implemented, that 
would be another use. 
Design c.: Sectioned sealed cabinet 
Design of the cabinet with input and output flows that protect against smoke, soot and water is 
necessary in the addition of any cooling system. This design was specifically created to hold a 
mechanical cooling unit in one insulated compartment and hold the instrumentation in a separate 
insulated compartment. 
Design d.: Single-wall pressure-positive cabinet 
Keeping the majority of design a. this design implements a low power mechanical system. A 
mechanical device would be installed in the wall of the cabinet not facing the fire. Cuts in the 
cabinet wall would allow access to ambient air, which would be filtered and a covering would be 
added to protect against the water insult above. 
Cabinet Temperature Control 
Water Cooling 
Perhaps the most complicated, and most effective, idea to dissipate heat was a water cooled box. 
Water cooling, as seen in computers, cars and all sorts of other machinery, takes advantage of the 
large heat capacity and abundant supply of water and uses it to absorb heat away from 
components. Every building that fire tests are performed have some kind of water connection that 
would provide more than enough water for the cabinet to remain cool. 
The design team was given proof of this idea’s merit when the group watched a fire test using the 
cone calorimeter(see Figure 50). To protect the sample from being ignited as the cone preheats, 
there are cooling plates that can be retracted by the operator. The cone’s cooling plates have water 
lines running through them to dissipate the heat. Despite the cone’s temperature being at 700°F 
(371°C), the bottom part of the cooling plate was cool enough to touch. 
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Figure 50: Prototype water cooled plate used in Cone calorimeter 
Application to Design a. 
It was considered that copper tubing with water running through it be placed on the inside wall of 
the cabinet. This would block all heat entering the cabinet either through radiation or convection, 
while supplying a source of cooling for the instruments inside. The problem with the design was the 
risk it presented. If one of the tubes carrying the water burst the instrumentation would be 
irreparable. 
Application to Design b. 
In the double layered case the water could be passed through the space between the outer and 
inner case through a high conductivity tube to absorb heat as quickly as possible. This would 
ensure any heat possibly created by the inside components would be conducted through inside case 
and into the water and also from the outside case into the water. In this design the gas sample line 
could benefit from the cooling properties of the water. The draw backs of this design were the 
complications foreseen in reaching the gas analyzer. 
Refrigeration 
Refrigeration was the next cooling method considered. In order for this idea to be viable a new 
cabinet idea was formulated that would insulate the refrigeration system from the instrumentation. 
Breaking the cabinet into two compartments, one compartment holds the instrumentation and the 
other compartment holds the refrigeration system. This negates the instrumentations exposure to 
the exhaust from the refrigerator. By isolating each the refrigerator can be free to interact with the 
outside environment, having a small insulated hole to blow in the cold air.  
Refrigeration Cycle 
A refrigeration cycle works by using a fluid and running it through the cycle seen in Figure 51. 
Starting at the condenser changes the vapor form of the fluid to a liquid, which releases heat to the 
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environment. The liquid, under pressure, goes through an expansion valve to decrease the pressure 
and decrease the temperature of the fluid. That fluid is then put through an evaporator, which 
causes the fluid to draw in heat energy from the surroundings in an endothermic reaction. The fan 
can then use this to reaction to disperse the cooler air. The final step in the cycle is to re-pressurize 
the fluid. 
 
Figure 51: Single stage vapor compression refrigeration (Pepper, 2006) 
Design c.: Sectioned sealed cabinet 
The drawback to adding the refrigeration system to the cabinet is the exposer to the fire 
environment. There needs to be an air intake into the compressor and air outtake from the 
instrumentation section to decrease any effects of pressure buildup. However adding a filtered 
opening to the compressor would solve any problems with soot, smoke and water. Adding a 
louvered vent to the bottom of the cabinet would allow air to escape from the instrumentation 
section while allowing no soot, smoke or water in. Using a louvered exit from the instrumentation 
section means the pressure inside can be calibrated to remain positive barring any physical insults 
from entering. 
Marine Air Conditioners 
Marine air conditioners are usually used boats and ships and they use water as the means of heat 
exchange because it is plentiful and free. Some of these air conditioners exhaust heat by means of 
exchanging heat with the air. However these specific marine air conditioners exchange heat with 
the sea water to cool the condenser. As previously mentioned there are water connections in the 
test areas, meaning that there is an adequate supply of water for heat exchange. 
Water cooled refrigeration systems use a different kind of exchanger as a condenser. These “shell 
and tube” heat exchangers pass a tube of a liquid or gas through a sealed case of another similar 
medium. The advantage of using water as the method for heat conduction is that the temperature of 
the environment has little to no effect on the refrigeration unit. 
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Implementation 
Air conditioners are not designed to be used in enclosed spaces, like the cabinet. Using duct hoses, 
ambient air can be drawn from outside the cabinet through a filter and guided directly to the intake 
of the air conditioner. In the same way, the cool outflow can be directed into the instrumentation 
section of the cabinet and the hot exhaust can be emitted by a filtered louvered exit. The duct hose 
is sealed to all the entrances of the air conditioner by an airtight seal. 
Holes in the cabinet wall allow access to ambient air, but also are open to the soot and smoke mixed 
in the ambient air. To negate the effects of smoke and the airborne particulates carbon filters are 
installed at every entrance and exit. The filters are classified as MERV 7 and will remove the 
particulates greater than 10 microns. The intake filters in the air conditioner will remove any 
remaining insults from the air. The air conditioner’s dehumidifier works in parallel with the air 
cooling system to remove up to 12 liters/24 hour from the air (American Comfort, 2012). 
All inflows and outflows would be designated to the side of the cabinet facing away from the fire to 
pull the lowest temperature air possible.  
Air Cooling 
Fans 
Another cooling method that was considered is to us fans or a blower to cool the system with the 
circulation of air, creating forced confection over the instruments. To protect against the smoke and 
soot particulate filters would be installed in front of the fans. 
Design d.: Single-wall pressure-positive cabinet 
A separate design incorporating fans into the cabinet was devised. The design needs to protect the 
instruments from smoke, soot and water. The design would be to install fans on the side of the 
cabinet facing away from the fire to reduce the amount of convective heat. Filters would negate the 
effects of the smoke and the soot. To negate the effects of water a dryer duct vent with a downward 
facing design would keep water out of the cabinet. 
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Water Cooling Insulation Fans 
Pros Cons Pros Cons Pros Cons 
Highest heat 
dissipation 
capacity 
Complicated Inexpensive Possibly high 
maintenance 
Simple Possibly high 
maintenance 
Can also cool 
sample 
Expensive Simple    Not viable 
system in 
rooms with 
temperature 
above 105 
Fahrenheit 
Abundant and 
inexpensive 
coolant 
Possibly high 
maintenance 
    
 Added weight 
of water lines 
    
 
Insulation  
The idea of insulating the inside of the box was considered to protect the inside of the cabinet from 
the fire environment. The insulation acts as a time barrier that depends on the properties of the 
insulation and the thickness of installed. Insulation is also an inexpensive way to protecting the 
cabinet from the heat insult. Insulation allows the cabinet to remain a closed system during the fire 
tests. Further analysis of the insulation will be explored in the analysis section of the paper. 
To determine the amount of insulation on the box we first need to determine the heat transfer from 
the fire to the cabinet and how that heat conducts through the box. Initially to determine whether 
any insulation is needed we can do a semi-infinite calculation to show what of sheet steel would be 
sufficient to keep the inside of the cabinet below the maximum operable temperature of the gas 
analyzers.  
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Area Calculation 
Since some of the inside area of the plates are taken up by the meeting point of the plates and the 
structural members inside of the cabinet the area that the insulation will take up will be the 
compliment of that.  
                                                  
For the top and bottom; 
                                     
For a total area of 2.6 square meters. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
For the end plates: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
For the end plates; 
                                      
For a total area of 0.650 square meters. 
For a total insulation surface area of 3.25 square meters. 
  
 
Insulation 
A=6.6ft2(.65m2) 
4ft (1.2m) 
2ft  
(0.61m) 
0.125ft  
(0.038m) 
1.75ft  
(0.57m) 
3.75ft  
(1.14m) 
 
Insulation 
A=3.06ft2 
(.325m2) 
2ft  
(0.61m) 
0.125ft  
(0.038m) 
1.75ft  
(0.57m) 
2ft (0.61m) 
1.75ft  
(0.57m) 
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Volume calculation 
 The same area formulas can be applied to the calculations for the volume of the insulation. 
The only dimension that must be added here is the thickness. 
                                                             
For the 6.35cm(0.25in) thick insulation.  
                           
            
For the 12.7cm(0.5in) thick insulation  
                          
            
For the 38.1cm(1.5in) thick insulation 
                          
           
 
Cabinet Dimensions 
   
 
mm m ft 
Length 1200 1.2 3.937007874 
Width 550 0.55 1.804461942 
Height 600 0.6 1.968503937 
Aluminum thickness 
   
 
38.1 0.0381 0.125 
Surface Area mm2 m2 ft2 
 
2738558.64 2.73855864 29.47759987 
    
    Sides 
 
0.53245644 5.731313421 
    Ends 
 
0.58864644 6.336137547 
    Top&Bottom 
 
0.24817644 2.671348968 
    surface area 
 
2.73855864 29.47759987 
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Semi-Infinite Method Analysis 
After determining that the sheet steel was not sufficient to protect the cabinet from the estimated 
heat flow the next step was to use a semi-infinite solution. Using the semi-infinite solution the 
depth at which a heat insult on the outside has no effect on the inside of the insulation. To put it 
another way, if a certain heat flux is affecting the outside surface, how thick does the insulation 
have to be so that the back wall does not experience any effect from the initial heat flux. 
The equation for the semi-infinite solid analysis is: 
   √    √
 
   
   
The semi-infinite solid analysis uses the properties of the material being used to determine the 
thickness that is needed. 
 10min (in.) 20min (in.) 30min (in.) 
Ceramic Insulation 0.80935941 1.14460705 1.40185162 
Millboard Insulation 0.81754182 1.15617873 1.41602397 
Harsh-Environment Silica Insulation 1.99680395 2.82390722 3.45856589 
Table 11: Table show thickness of insulation needed using Semi-Infinite Solid analysis 
The semi-infinite solid analysis is a blunt method and a more discretized method is needed to have 
a more detailed of what thickness, weight, and cost of material is needed to protect against a certain 
heat flux. 
Finite Difference Method Analysis 
The finite difference method of heat transfer works by breaking up the full thickness of the solid 
and breaking it up into many discretized sections through which to measure the heat transfer. This 
method provides a more exact method at which to observer the effects of heat insults over a certain 
time.  
The solid is broken up into N nodes , or control volumes, which the temperature equations act 
upon. The general energy balance that must be conserved is: 
[
                       
         
]  [
            
          
]
      
 [
             
          
]
     
 
From equation this all of the equations can be derived. For the cabinet considered that there would 
be no heat generation inside the insulation and assumed a constant heat flux at the front boundary 
and a convective cooling process at the back boundary. Using the equations we can formulate a 
numerical solution using Microsoft Excel software. 
The nodal and boundary equations: 
Finite Difference Method 
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The finite difference method is derived from the one dimensional transient conductive heat transfer 
equation: 
  
  
  
   
   
 
, where   is the the thermal diffusivity, 
 
  
. The environment that the cabinet is exposed in will most 
likely have a direct heat flux from the fire at the front face of the cabinet with a convective cooling 
factor accounting for the temperature of the air around the cabinet. The internal layer of the 
insulation had no heat generation. The back face of the insulation is open to the air inside of the 
cabinet which is a known surface convection. 
  
          
    
     
  
   (Specified heat flux boundary condition) 
 ̅         ̇   
  
 
   
     
  
   (Known surface convection boundary condition) 
The nodal and boundary equations: 
The front boundary condition equation is as follows (Kreith, Manglik, & Bohn, 2011): 
    
    
              
    [
  
 
           (     
 )]
̇
 
where the   
  variable represents the temperature at time                  and thickness 
               . The front boundary is affected by the heat flux from the fire plus a 
convective cooling factor from the ambient air. To determine the Equation for the internal nodes: 
    
    (  
      
   )           
  
The internal nodes are calculated from an average of the surrounding nodes, because there is no 
heat generation in the insulation. For the back boundary condition: 
    
     (    
      )                 
  
The back boundary uses the equation for convection to simulate the heat transfer from the 
insulation to the air inside the cabinet.  
Initial Conditions 
The initial conditions for the cabinet were set as at time, t=0; temperature, T=T∞=298K. The time 
step used in the calculation represents the length of time it takes for the heat to transfer through 
the thickness, dx, limited by the insulations properties. To find the time step the Fourier number is 
set equal to 0.45, to obey          . The Fourier number    
   
   
 where x is the thickness 
divided by the number of nodes,   is the thermal property of the material and t is the time. To find 
the time step:    
     
 
 (
  
   
). The chosen heat fluxes are chosen to display more data at smaller 
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heat fluxes, 1 
  
  
 and 5 
  
  
, and the extremes 10 
  
  
 and 20 
  
  
. An emissivity of 0.3 is chosen to 
account for the steel cabinet casing. The heat transfer coefficients are 30 
  
  
 for the convective 
cooling at the front of the cabinet and 25 
  
  
 for the inside of the cabinet. See Appendix L: Cabinet 
design for additional details. 
End Conditions for Insulation effectiveness: 
The end conditions, used to define the effectiveness of the insulations, are concerned with the 
temperature after 30 minutes, weight and cost of the insulations chosen. The insulations that were 
analyzed are: extra high temperature rigid ceramic insulation; high temperature millboard 
insulation; and harsh-environment silica insulation all of which are rated for use over 1000°F 
(538°C) (see Table 1). 
Table 12: Insulation Materials and Properties 
Material Max Temp (K) K (W/m*K) Density (kg/m^3) Specific Heat (J/kg K) 
Ceramic 1324.816667 0.0493109 304.38 920 
Millboard 1022.038889 0.1426492 945.18 840 
Silica 1366.483333 0.1373659 160.2 800 
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Cabinet Water and Smoke Protection 
The water insult is considered to be from the sprinklers above the cabinet and it was not 
anticipated that the cabinet would ever be partially or totally submerged in water. To counter the 
water insult from the sprinkler would be a drip edge on the top plate of the cabinet. This would 
require very little extra material to be purchased 
Structural Analysis 
In the evaluation of the structural integrity of the cabinet’s skeleton some assumptions were made 
to simulate a plausible worst case scenario. The first assumption is that the cabinet does not 
deform. The second assumption is that the bolts fail in shear. A shear failure is more likely than 
tension or compression as even materials, such as steel; tend to fail about twice as quickly in shear. 
Tension failures will also be considered unlikely as the cabinet is not being subjected to any pulling 
force. Lastly a repeated loading study is also unnecessary as the cabinet will not have any large 
spinning or oscillating components exerting a load on its members. Provided the assumptions made 
for this calculation, the structure has a safety factor of over ten. 
It will also be assumed that all loading takes place parallel to one axis to ensure the most possible 
strain on one member. As the yield criteria, Tresca’s criteria for yielding was chosen. 
(http://www.doitpoms.ac.uk/tlplib/metal-forming-1/yield_criteria.php) 
With the previously mentioned assumptions and for a box with a weight of 300 lbs, the safety factor 
is greater than ten. It cannot be understated that most of the choices for this calculation have been 
conservative. 
Detailed Design 
An idea to circumvent the problem of having the cabinet limited to only two accessible plates was to 
make all side panels removable. In practice however this would complicate the design. To have all 
the plates be independent would mean each one of them would require a different cooling line. If 
this did not add a considerable amount of cost to materials, this would definitely complicate 
maintenance and repair. 
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As the final steps of the design come, a team member once again consulted with a technician about 
the design. The idea of having one welded, thin metal box seemed impractical due to the problem of 
storing a fragile structure. Instead, the idea of having a metal box that was easily disassembled was 
proposed. Due to some of its dimensions, the box could prove cumbersome in some spaces, having 
something that could be dismantled and reassembled seemed very practical. This design idea 
somewhat compromises the ability of the box to stay water tight but the real problem is not to have 
the box be able to float, as much as it is to have the box survive splashes and dousing from possible 
fire suppression. This could be accomplished by the geometry of the box and extruded aluminum 
structure alone. The inner box would have to be more complicated as the instrumentation would 
need to be protected from smoke.  
Design Selection 
The final design selection was based on criteria of mobility, ease of operation and cost effectiveness. 
The design choices that best reflect the selection criteria are a sealed case, lined with insulation as 
to protect against the heat insult and a drip edge to protect against the water insult.  
The sealed case would be the main countermeasure against smoke. The insulation would be the 
main defense against the heat flux, whether it be convective or radiative, it would delay the inside 
wall of the case from getting hot quickly. To help against the water a drip edge would be installed 
on the top of the case. The drip edge would require almost no additional materials. 
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Appendix M:  Cooling System 
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Air Conditioner 
The cooling system recommended is the American Comfort ACW100. This cooling system offers the 
optimal combination of low weight, small size, cooling capability and cost effectiveness that is 
necessary. The weight of the device is 26.5lbs (12kg) with the dimensions being 14in (355mm)x23 
in (585mm)x 9 in (230m), with the cooling capability of 240 watts (American Comfort, 2012). This 
system can increase the protection time of the cabinet from 1min to 30min depending on the 
severity of the heat flux hitting the cabinet. 
 
Figure 52: American Comfort 1000BTU personal Air Conditioner 
Implementation 
Air conditioners are not designed to be used in enclosed spaces, like the cabinet. Using duct hoses, 
ambient air can be drawn from outside the cabinet through a filter and guided directly to the intake 
of the air conditioner. In the same way, the cool outflow can be directed into the instrumentation 
section of the cabinet and the hot exhaust can be emitted by a filtered louvered exit. The duct hose 
is sealed to all the entrances of the air conditioner by an airtight seal. 
Holes in the cabinet wall allow access to ambient air, but also are open to the soot and smoke mixed 
in the ambient air. To negate the effects of smoke and the airborne particulates carbon filters are 
installed at every entrance and exit. The filters are classified as MERV 7 and will remove the 
particulates greater than 10 microns. The intake filters in the air conditioner will remove any 
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remaining insults from the air. The air conditioner’s dehumidifier works in parallel with the air 
cooling system to remove up to 12 liters/24 hour from the air (American Comfort, 2012). 
All inflows and outflows would be designated to the side of the cabinet facing away from the fire to 
pull the lowest temperature air possible.  
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Appendix O:  Non-Technical Presentation 
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Appendix P:  Instrumentation Data Sheets 
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 Helium Neon Laser Data Sheet: 
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 Heat Flux Gauge Standard and Data Sheets 
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 DAQ Data Sheet 
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 Servomex 4100 Gas Analyzer 
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Appendix Q:  Calorimetry Standards 
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ASTM E 603: Room Fire tests 
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 ASTM E 1623: Medium scale fire  
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 ASTM E 2058: FPA 
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 ASTM E 2067: Full Scale oxygen consumption calorimetry
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Appendix R:  Price List of System Components 
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 Instrumentation 
Component Product Price(+attachment) Low Cost High Cost 
Gas Analyzer 
Servomex 4100 4 Gas analyzer $21,406  
$21,406  $24,500  
Signal Group 9128MGA $24,500  
Data Acquisiton 
NI cDAQ-9188 (Ethernet) $1,399(+339-1299) 
$1,438  $2,698  NI cDAQ-9178 (USB) $1,099(+339-1299) 
Agilent 34972A (USB/Ethernet) $1883(+??) 
Vacuum Pump Air Dimensions B081-FP-AA1  $398(+34) $398  $432  
Dessicant Filter Drierite 27068 $109.33(+25.25) $109.33  $134.58  
Particulate 
Filters 
Whatman Hepa Filter (10 pack) $80.69  $80.69  $80.69  
United Filtration 710NL            $41.00(110.00) $151  $151  
Blower Dayton Blower, 22 1/4 In  $3264(+29) $3,293  $3,293  
Laser Newport  Green HeNe Laser $2060.40(+89-339) $2,149.40  $2,399.40  
 
Low Total : 29024.33 
High Total : 33688.67 
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 Cabinet Shell 
  Description Ordered Unit Price 
47065T102 
Aluminum Inch T-Slotted 
Framing System, Four-Slot 
Single, 1-1/2" Hollow 
Extrusion, 8' Length 
5 51.36 
8943K27 
Galvanized Low-Carbon Steel 
Sheet, .046" Thick, 48" X 48" 
2 69 
8943K17 Galvanized Low-Carbon Steel 
Sheet, .046" Thick, 24" X 48" 
1 44.32 
47065T224 
Aluminum Inch T-Slotted 
Framing System, 90 Degree 
Bracket, Single, 2-Hole, for 1-
1/2" Extrusion 
28 4.06 
47065T163 
Aluminum Inch T-Slotted 
Framing System, Panel 
Hinge, for 1-1/2" Extrusion 
2 14.59 
47065T57 
Aluminum Inch T-Slotted 
Framing System, Slide-Bolt 
Extrusion Latch, for 1" & 1-
1/2" Extrusion 
1 20.95 
47065T327 
Aluminum Inch T-Slotted 
Framing System, Drop-in 
Fastener with Spring-Loaded 
Ball, for 1-1/2" 
50 1.21 
47065T97 
Standard Zinc-Plated Steel 
End-Feed Fastener, for 1-
1/2", Aluminum Inch T-Slotted 
Framing System, packs of 4 
18 2.71 
91306A385 
Zinc-Plated Steel Button 
Head Socket Cap Screw, 
5/16"-18 Thread, 1/2" Length, 
packs of 25 
2 
37.61(total) 91306A601 
Zinc-Plated Steel Button 
Head Socket Cap Screw, 
5/16"-18 Thread, 3/8" Length, 
packs of 25 
2 
90133A036 
Neoprene Rubber Washer, 
5/16" Screw Size, 9/16" OD, 
.093" Thick, packs of 100 
1 
  Wheels 4 157 (total) 
 TOTAL     906.82 
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 Hoods 
47065T102 
Aluminum Inch T-Slotted Framing 
System, Four-Slot Single, 1-1/2" 
Hollow Extrusion, 8' Length 
24 
51.36 
each 
5217T17  
Extra-Heavy Duty Pallet Racks, 
10ft 
4 
617.53 
each 
http://www.metalsdepot.com/catalog_cart_view.php?msg=  
14 GA. (.075+/-) thick T304 
Stainless  
10 
408 
  Steel Sheet - Dull Mill Finish each 
47065T224 
Aluminum Inch T-Slotted Framing 
System, 90 Degree Bracket, Single, 
2-Hole, for 1-1/2" Extrusion 
72 
4.06 
each 
47065T97 
Standard Zinc-Plated Steel End-Feed 
Fastener, for 1-1/2", Aluminum Inch 
T-Slotted Framing System, packs of 4 
60 
2.71 
per pack 
  TOTAL   8237.68 
 
 
 Duct 
http://www.metalsdepot.com/catalog_cart_view.php?
msg= 
14 GA. (.075+/-) thick 
T304 Stainless  
10 
408 
 
Steel Sheet - Dull Mill 
Finish 
each 
 
TOTAL 
 
4080 
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Appendix S:  List of Materials Components Considered 
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Gas Analyzer 
Servopro 4100 Gas Analyser 
 
 
Price : 21406  
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Data Acquisition 
NI cDAQ 9188 
 
http://sine.ni.com/ds/app/doc/p/id/ds-255/lang/en 
Price: 1399  
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NI cDAQ 9178 
 
http://sine.ni.com/ds/app/doc/p/id/ds-178/lang/en 
Price : 1099 
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NI cDAQ 9211 
 
 
Price: 339 
http://sine.ni.com/nips/cds/view/p/lang/en/nid/208787#resources 
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34972A LXI Data Acquisition / Data Logger Switch Unit 
 
http://cp.literature.agilent.com/litweb/pdf/5965-5290EN.pdf 
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Vacuum Pump 
Air Dimensions B081-FP-AA1  
 
 
Price : 398 
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Gas Train Protection 
Desiccant Air Filters 
http://www.mcmaster.com/#catalog/118/966/=kbshet 
5164K76  
High-Pressure Chemical Resistant—Offer excellent resistance to synthetic compressor lubricants, 
hydrocarbons, solvents, acids, and other chemicals. All have clay desiccant to remove not only moisture, 
but also oil and oil vapor. They also have a built-in filter to capture particles down to 0.3 microns. Body is 
polyurethane. Bowl is transparent so you can view the desiccant, which darkens when saturated. Dryers lower 
inlet air dew point by 20% and can be mounted vertically and horizontally. Max. pressure is 250 psi. Max. 
temperature is 180° F. 
Pipe size 1/2 model has a two-piece housing with built-in mounting bracket. Desiccant can be replaced but not 
reactivated. Inlet and outlet connections are NPT male. 
 
 
Price : 199 
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Whatman HEPA-VENT Disposable Filters 
 
Whatman HEPA-VENT Disposable Filters, Whatman Filter Dispos HEPA-VENT PK10 is a 
reliable and dependable addition to the Whatman Filters family of products. Combining top-
notch and uncompromising quality with an affordable price, the Whatman HEPA-VENT 
Disposable Filters, Whatman Filter Dispos HEPA-VENT PK10 6723-5000/ 28137-860 can 
fulfill your laboratory needs while still offering a great value for the money.  
Product Category Description: 
Ideal for venting incubators, ovens and lyophilizers. Retains 99.97% of all particles greater than 
or equal to 0.3µm. Glass microfiber filter media is laminated on both sides with a monofilament 
and treated to be mildly hydrophobic. Filter features high flow rates with low pressures. 
Polypropylene housing is 1.8L x 2.1dia.". Stepped barb connectors on both ends. (Whatman 
6723-5000) 
http://www.opticsplanet.com/whatman-hepa-vent-disposable-filters-whatman-6723-
5000.html?gclid=CJGV1t7-67MCFU-d4AodYCwA1Q&ef_id=ULMKCAAAF4M8Sh@p:20121126061952:s 
 
Price : 90 
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Nylon Housing Particulate Filter 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Nylon housings are an economical choice for sample 
systems as well as low pressure compressed air. A wide variety of filter elements are available to 
meet the most demanding applications. Each housing is available with 3 drain options; 1/8" NPT, 
Manual Twist Drain or No Drain. For liquid filtration we recommend using a version with no drain. 
Price : 41 
http://www.unitedfiltration.com/nylonhousings1.html 
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Blower 
Dayton Blower 22 ¼ In 
 
 
http://www.grainger.com/Grainger/DAYTON-Blower-7C896 
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Smoke Opacity Laser   
Green HeNe Laser, 543 nm, 2.0 mW 
 
 
http://search.newport.com/?x2=sku&q2=R-30972 
  
 
Price : 2090  
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Structure 
Screws 
Zinc-Plated Steel Button Head Socket Cap Screw, 5/16"-18 Thread, 1/2" 
Length, packs of 25 
91306A385 
Zinc-Plated Steel Button Head 
Socket Cap Screw, 5/16"-18 
Thread, 1/2" Length, packs of 25 
2 
packs 
 
 
 
Price : 6.82 per package 
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Zinc-Plated Steel Button Head Socket Cap Screw, 5/16"-18 Thread, 1/2" Length, packs of 25 
91306A601 
Zinc-Plated Steel Button Head 
Socket Cap Screw, 5/16"-18 
Thread, 3/8" Length, packs of 25 
2 
packs 
 
 
Price: 6.86 per package 
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Washers 
Neoprene Rubber Washer, 5/16" Screw Size, 9/16" OD, .093" Thick, packs of 100 
90133A036 
Neoprene Rubber Washer, 5/16" 
Screw Size, 9/16" OD, .093" Thick, 
packs of 100 
1 
pack 
 
 
Price : 10.48 per package  
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Members 
Aluminum Inch T-Slotted Framing System, Four-Slot Single, 1-1/2" Hollow Extrusion, 8' Length 
47065T102 
Aluminum Inch T-Slotted 
Framing System, Four-Slot 
Single, 1-1/2" Hollow 
Extrusion, 8' Length 
5 
each 
 
 
Price : 61.31   
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Plates 
Galvanized Low-Carbon Steel Sheet, .046" Thick, 48" X 48" 
8943K27 
Galvanized Low-Carbon 
Steel Sheet, .046" Thick, 
48" X 48" 
2 
each 
 
 
 
Price : 69.00 
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Galvanized Low-Carbon Steel Sheet, .046" Thick, 24" X 48" 
8943K17 
Galvanized Low-Carbon 
Steel Sheet, .046" Thick, 
24" X 48" 
1 
each 
 
 
 
 
 
Price : 69.00 
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Brackets 
Aluminum Inch T-Slotted Framing System, 90 Degree Bracket, Single, 2-Hole, for 1-1/2" Extrusion 
 
 
 
Price : 6.06 each 
 
 
  
47065T224 
Aluminum Inch T-Slotted Framing 
System, 90 Degree Bracket, Single, 
2-Hole, for 1-1/2" Extrusion 
28 
each 
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Hinges 
Aluminum Inch T-Slotted Framing System, Panel Hinge, for 1-1/2" Extrusion 
  
Price : 19.45 
  
47065T163 
Aluminum Inch T-Slotted 
Framing System, Panel 
Hinge, for 1-1/2" Extrusion 
2 
each 
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Latch 
Aluminum Inch T-Slotted Framing System, Slide-Bolt Extrusion Latch, for 1" & 1-1/2" Extrusion 
 
 
 
 
Price : 20.95  
47065T57 
Aluminum Inch T-Slotted 
Framing System, Slide-Bolt 
Extrusion Latch, for 1" & 1-
1/2" Extrusion 
1 
each 
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Other Fasteners 
Aluminum Inch T-Slotted Framing System, Drop-in Fastener with Spring-Loaded Ball, for 1-1/2" 
 
 
 
Price : 1.21 each 
  
47065T327 
Aluminum Inch T-Slotted 
Framing System, Drop-in 
Fastener with Spring-
Loaded Ball, for 1-1/2" 
50 
each 
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Standard Zinc-Plated Steel End-Feed Fastener, for 1-1/2", Aluminum Inch T-Slotted Framing System, 
packs of 4 
47065T97 
Standard Zinc-Plated Steel 
End-Feed Fastener, for 1-
1/2", Aluminum Inch T-
Slotted Framing System, 
packs of 4 
18 
packs 
 
 
Price : 2.71 
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Appendix T:  Cabinet Instructional Recommendations 
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The Solution to the problem given was solved with only convection and radiation in mind from the 
fire. Direct contact should be avoided. The previous statement implies any kind of contact with the 
fire itself or hot surfaces within the fire environment. Avoiding direct contact would reduce the 
input of heat, possibly, dramatically as conduction is a method of heat transfer that can be easily 
avoided. 
As with any sensitive equipment the instrumentation cabinet should be calibrated daily. Frequent 
calibration will ensure the validity of the data as well as the integrity of judgments made from data 
obtained by the device being calibrated.  
When not in use, the cabinet should be stored in a dry place where the temperature does not exceed 
100 degrees on any given day. Storing it in a dry and somewhat cool place will ensure the 
equipment inside the instrument cabinet is not damaged.  
As with any galvanized products the coating will usually wear away over time due to abrasion or 
chemical abuse. To counteract the loss of the zinc coating of the outside plates, the cabinet should 
be painted so no metal from the outside plates is visible. 
Due to the prototype instrumentation cabinet not being built with precision instruments, the 
outside plates do not meet perfectly. The imperfections in these junctions mean the box needs to be 
sealed as smoke and water might creep in to damage the instruments. The solution found by the 
design team was to seal these junctions with Aluminum tape and to replace the tape at least weekly 
to ensure the integrity of the seal. However effective the aluminum tape was for the setting the 
cabinet was exposed to, a better method could be procured. Along with a better seal for the cabinet, 
a system to keep pressure positive inside the box, relative to ambient conditions, should be 
implemented. The positive pressure would ensure that even in the scenario of a leak, the 
instrumentation would not be compromised. 
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